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THE ISSUE: UTILITY DEREGULATION 

Everyone should be aware that, by the turn ofthe century, utility deregulation will dramatically change how 
America’s regulated monopolies do business. 

Congress and a majority of the states have already decided that deregulation will be in the best interests of 
consumers of power. Just as we have seen with telephone and cable services, the generation and 
distribution of power will be exposed to a free-market system. 

All of us, as consumers, probably welcome the thoughts of having a choice of how we wish to purchase our 
power. The introduction of competition is expected to produce lower rates for consumers. 

The franchising and restricted geographical areas that protected utilities, in the past, will be gone. The 
guaranteed return on investment for utility stockholders will be gone. The regulated rates paid by 
consumers. whether justified or artificially set, will be gone. Once localized utilities will be able to sell their 
power across a state or, perhaps, the nation; we should expect plenty of the telephone solicitations and junk 
mail that we have already experienced with telephone deregulation. 

In the end, the utilities will look for programs, services and other value-added gimmicks in order to separate 
themselves from their competition. Having enjoyed protection in the past -this will be a new era. 

In the past. the regulated utilities have had the ability to operate programs that extended outside of their 
granted authority to generate and distribute power. These programs are best known as demand-side 
management (DSM). Ln most cases, these DSM programs were sanctioned or even required by the state’s 
Public Service or Utility Commissions -who are charged with the responsibility to oversee the operation of 
utilities. 

Typical DSM programs included rebates and incentives offered by the utility to induce power consumers 
to purchase products or services from private industry that would result in less power consumption or lower 
power usage during peak demand periods. Good examples of these %es of programs would be utility 
provided cash rebates or subsidies for installing high efficiency heating and cooling equipment or repairing 
a leaking air duct system. Some programs offered incentives for using energy efficient lighting for homes 
and businesses. Other programs allowed the utility to interrupt service to a household, during peak 
conditions, in exchange for discount rates. 

The revenue to operate these DSM programs was derived from the utilities base of ratepayers. The theory 
of DSM is that; if the ratepayers share in a little of this cost they will avoid future significant rate increases. 
This is accomplished when a consumer uses the utility-provided rebate to offset the higher cost of more 
energy efficient equipment than they would have been inclined to purchase. This small investment by the 
utility (its ratepayers) would result in less electrical demand by a newly installed or replaced system. The 
net result is that millions of dollars may be spent now to induce efficiency so that billions will not be spent 
in the near future for utility infractructure such as power plants. Public Service Commissions have seen 
this as a wise investment for holding down ratepayer costs. 



Private industry and small business have enjoyed years of cooperative relationships with their local utilities, 
where DSM programs are concerned. The Electrical Contracting Industry and the Heating, Air 
Conditioning, Ventilation and Refrigeration (HVACR) Contracting Industry have established partnerships 
with utilities that have led to very successful DSM programs. The contractors conduct business with their 
own customer base and promote the value of the utilities incentive programs. The incentive or subsidy 
helps the contractor to up-sell or add value, thereby increasing business. The utility (and its ratepayers) 
benefit because the reduced electrical demand holds down and stabilizes rates. The contractor’s customer 
benefits in that they have high-efficiency equipment (less cost to operate) and the utility helped defray the 
additional purchase price. 

The Electrical and HVACR Contracting Industry has supported and promoted DSM programs because of 
the mutual benefits enjoyed by all. Contractors were allowed to develop and maintain their customer base 
in a fair and competitive atmosphere as provided by a free-market system. 



THE PROBLEM: UNFAIR COMPETITION 

Utilities are preparing for the competition, they believe, will occur as a result of deregulation. Many 
utilities with higher rates than a neighboring utility, or one located in another part of a state or the country, 
worry that they will not be able to compete. If they lose ratepayers they may also lose investing 
stockholders. Since return on investment will no longer be a guarantee, investors will surely shop around. 
Consequently, most utilities are developing programs that will insure their continuation in spite of rates 
charged for delivery of energy. 

While the DSM programs of the past were considered revenue neutral by Public Service Commissions and 
business friendly by contractors, the new programs are something entirely different. The utilities readily 
adrmt that the new “ventures“ are designed to capture and retain ratepayers and produce “profits”. 

These new programs seem harmless enough at first glance, but may portend a catastrophe for small 
contracting business owners in the fiture. 

In 1996, Florida Power Corporation (FPC), which primarily services the West Coast of Florida from 
Tampa Bay and above, instituted a pilot program for maintenance on heating and air conditioning 
equipment. This program provided an annual or semiannual preventative maintenance inspection on 
equipment. The ratepayers that sign on to this prcgram pay a small additional fee each month on their 
electric bill. This service, directly, competes with private industry. 

Even though private contractors are invited to participate by supplying the inspectional service, itself, the 
utility becomes the “broker“ or third party agent. In many instances the PM inspection agreement may end 
up supplanting the contractor’s agreements. Initially, contractors are asked to bid for the opportunity to be 
on the utilities list of “authorized service providers”. However, contractors worry that eventually the utility 
will set the price they will pay. The concem is that the consumer’s price will be artificially low because the 
utility will subsidize part of the cost through its ratepayer base. 

In 1997, Florida Power and Light Corporation (FPL), which serves the southem part of the state, is 
expected to introduce the ”Appliance Guard Program”. This is a full-scale appliance “warranty” program 
which insures or indemnifies equipment. Again, the contractors have the same cross-subsidization 
concems as were previously stated with the FPC maintenance program. 

This issue of unfair competition is not new. Some examples of unfair utility competition in recent years 
around the country are as follows: Minnegasco (Minnesota) offered inspection and repair services directly 
to its ratepayer customer base using utility employees. The price for these services was well below the 
trade market-value of private industry, because the service was cross-subsidized by Minnegasco’s entire 
ratepayer base. After an Industry Alliance brought suit, the Minnesota Public Utility Commission forced 
the utility to make changes in the program. 

Baltimore Gas & Electric purchased one of the largest mechanical contracting firms in Maryland, in order 
to carry out its in-house operations in direct competition with the contracting industry. The purchase and 
ongoing operations are, to this day, cross-subsidized by B G & E ratepayers. 

Kansas City Power & Light has developed the “Wow Free” program that is very much like the proposed 
FPL “Appliance Guard’ program. The utility, in this case, worked out a deal with a select group of local 
contractors to perform the services. Many of us, in the industry, view this sort of an arrangement as a 
restraint of trade issue. 



The reader should be aware that utilities, all across the country, have engaged in similar programs for some 
time now and they are still regulated monopolies. Their base of ratepayers have been “footing the bill” for 
research, consumer sampling, planning, marketing and implementation. 

Florida’s Public Service Commission has long required that utilities keep a separate accounting fimction to 
prove that the sales of service and products does not increase the ratepayers cost. 

Private industry contends that, while energy rates may not have increased as a result of these activities, 
there is every reason to believe that rates would have been reduced had the utilities not engaged in these 
programs. Cross-subsidization has and already is occurring. 

THE UNFAIRNESS 

Let us take, for example, the FPC and FPL programs previously mentioned. The two utilities have invested 
at least one and perhaps a couple of years in researching the ideas behind these programs. They have 
contributed the time of senior management, public relations and marketing staff employed by the utility. 
They have paid untold dollars to outside consultants and to corporate attorney’s. They have conducted 
consumer research and focus groups. They have developed slick campaigns to sell the contracting industry 
on their ideas. All of this activity in research and development has surely cost significant dollars. 
Marketing and program implementation, as well as, program administration will cost a lot more. 

There is no %itty” or ‘‘slush i u n d  for the sole purpose of developing these programs. The ratepayer is 
subsidizing the development of these programs because utility employees and utility assets are involved in 
the process. 

If a utility wishes to venture from its traditional role, as a regulated monopoly - then its 
shareholder/investors should make the necessary capital investments . . . not the ratepayers. 

, 



THE SOLUTION: LEGISLATION 

The legislature must consider enacting some rules that will enable the industry small business owner to 
continue to compete. The independent contractors do not have a deep well of ratepayers to help finance. a 
business start-up or expansion. 

Some industry associations have attempted to negotiate the “best deal” they can get, for their members, with 
the utility. In our opinion t h i s  tactic is flawed. With a dozen or more utilities and cooperatives around the 
state - associations will spend the next decade negotiating with every utility about every new program they 
design. In the end, industry will have nothing more than a gentlemen’s agreement and a promise that the 
utility will not unfairly compete. Associations may strike deals with a utility that would encompass only 
their members and preclude independent contractors who have no affilliation. This is wrong, as well. 

The legislation should consider the following points: 

1. Logo and Name Recognition - Any utility wishing to operate a for-profit business should not be able to 
rely on its name, logo or corporate identity that was established as a regulated business. Ask any contractor 
what his legal chances (of avoiding a lawsuit) would be if his company name or logo were similar to the 
power company. This identity was bought and paid for by ratepayers. 

2. Human Resources - Utility employees whose wages and benefits are paid by ratepayers should not be 
allowed to work the for-profit business. 

3. Utilitv Assets - Infrastructure, buildings, furnishings, equipment, vehicles and all other physical assets 
were gained through the revenue generated by a ratepayer base. No independent contractor can 
compete with or have access to this sort of immediate capitalization. These assets should not be available 
on the for-profit side. 

4. Marketing and Promotion - The utility owns an insurmountable advantage. Everyone who uses 
electricity or gas is known to the utility and is communicated to once a month, through the billing process. 
Already, a utility includes promotional and marketing material in with their bill. This can not be allowed. 
The independent contractor could neither duplicate nor afford the cost of such a campaign. Again, 
ratepayer revenue funds the cost of this unfair competition. 

5 .  Purchasing Power and Credit Lines - Imagine the utility striking a deal with a major air conditioning 
equipment manufacturer for the purchase of tens of thousands of units. The price advantage gained from 
such a transaction could severely undermine private industry ability to compete. Some utilities in other 
parts of the country are already developing programs that would allow ratepayers to finance new equipment 
(on their utility bill) through ten-year leasing programs. These long-term leasing programs are designed to 
lock-in consumers to that utilitv, for a period of time. regardless of rates. This is exactly opposite of what 
deregulation is intended to do. 

The point is that independent contractors can’t compete against the utilities purchasing power and lines of 
credit - all of which resulted from its regulated activities. 

Private industry believes that the utilities enjoy some unique and protected (past or present) advantages 
over the common business owner. These advantages should be stripped away. If a utility wishes to enter 
the free market system and assume the risks that accompany the opportunity to make a profit, its 
stockholders should make the investment - not the ratepayers. 



POSITION STATEMENT 

The Florida Alliance For Fair Competition objects to and does not support the actions of any 
regulated utility (under FI. statutes and regulated by the PSC) or its holding corporation@) that 
engages or attempts to engage in unfair comDetition with an already established free-enterprise 
industry. 

The Alliance identifies and defines unfair competition as: 

1. The utilities use of its corporate name recognition, corporate logo or other such 
identity that has been established during the time period in which the utility was a regulated 
monopoly with the principal purpose of generating and distributing electric power or gas, and now 
intends to use that identity in order to enter the non-regulated business sector. 

2. The utilities use of its banking and credit lines and other financial advantages that it may 
have developed as a regulated monopoly in order to enter the non-regulated business sector. 

3 .  The utilities use of facilities, structures, furnishings, equipment, vehicles and other 
tangible property that was acquired while the utility was regulated and serving its ratepayers, for 
the purpose of entering the non-regulated business sector. 

4. The utilities use of its own personnel, insurance plans, benefit and pension plans and 
other areas of human resources that were developed as a regulated monopoly and in which it now 
intends to use these assets for the purpose of entering the non-regulated business sector. 

5 .  The utilities use of customer base information, demographics, mailing lists, postage and 
mailing systems that were developed as a regulated monopoly and in which it now intends to use 
for the purpose of entering the non-regulated business sector. 

6 .  The utilities use of purchasing power, that was developed while it was a regulated 
monopoly, which it now intends to use in purchasing equipment, products, parts and other 
services to compete with the non-regulated business sector. 

The Alliance of Associations recognize that any individual or corporate entity has the right to 
enter our industry and operate a business under the law. The Alliance also recognizes that most 
business owners have toiled to make their businesses grow and become successful. They were not 
allowed to monopolize a market with a captive ratepayer base, guaranteed revenue and fixed 
prices that eventually lead to assets in the billions. To enter the free-enterprise system with this 
sort of “headstart” can only be described as unfair competition. 



UTILITY DEREGULATION: Cross-Subsidization 

for so long. 

For example, if FPL used its huge cus- 
tomer lists to  market a non-utility I m i -  
ness, that would be cross-subsidiz a t’ loll. 

This would be “unfair” to I-IVACR 
contractors, because a contractor 

Wlicii utilities fail to charge the full and 
lair iii;irket price for offered services to 
iioii-regulated subsidiaries, it amounts 
to t:ikiiig inoiiey out of utility consum- 
w s ’  Ii;iiitls i l l  order to defer the costs of 
ciitcriiig and operating in a competitive 
iii;irkct. Yori i is ii Contractor cannot 
sril,sitlizc yoiir business expenses from 
“free” outside sources, so tliis activity is 
“uiifxir.” As long as utility and non- 
i i t i l i ty  functioiis are inaiiitained witliin 
(lie s;iiiic orgaiiizatioii, illegal value 
ti-xiisfcrs will continue LO be Iiidden. 
Str i le turd restrictioiis or special trading 
:irr;uigenients are the only way to en- 
siirc iioii-regulated subsidiaries earn no 
u n l ; ~ i r  atlvantage i i r  tlie marketplace. 

b’oi- l i i r t l i c r  iiiforiiiatiou regnrding this 
;isl)cct ol‘ utility clcregnlatioii. please 
G I I I  Aiigic Coilway :it ACCA National 
:it (202) 483-!1:3iO. A 
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Maryland governor signs bill to help prevent utility cross-subsidization 
The following was submitted nents state will “stymie the utilities’ ”The and the ming from the unfair utility intrusion 

by the ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ d  ~ l l i ~ ~ ~ ~  for ~~i~ into the marketplace. 
Competition. For information, vent cross-subsidization of a public General Assembly have After several unsuccessful 

attempts in previous legislative ses- 
sions to enact legislation, the Alliance 

call 800-498-6232. 
was successful this year. 

The Maryland Alliance for Fair “The governor and the General 
Competition has scored a significant Assembly have finally acknowledgcd 
victory this past legislative session of the serious issues confronting the inde- 
the Marylalld General Assembly. In pendent contractor industry. House 

Bill 1149 is a step in the right direction. 
However, there is much left to accom- 

his final bill signing ceremony of the 
Year, Governor Paris Glendening 
gave his approval for legislation of all ratepayers throughout d h ? C t h .  hVeveC theft? plish before the Public Service 
aggressively supported by the Maryland, is much left to Coil ,:tiission,” stated Rasmussen. 
Alliancc, which specifically is aimed Recent orders instituted by chairman 
at Prate;ting the “J independent Russell Frisbee, of the Maryland State 
contracting industry in Maryland. Public Service Commission, regarding the 

recent developments applying to the pend- 
ing merger between BGE and the 
Potomac Edition Power Company, as well 

regarding the cost allocation manual 
Process, sponsored by Delegates 
Katherine “smeir of Perry Hall as  the pending merger between the 
and Donald Hughes of Salisbury, DelMarva Power, and Light Company 

and Atlantic would require public utilities to  
monitor how Baltimore Gas & Electric (BGE) utilities’ troversial issues. to their non-regulated 

business affiliates, such as varinus 
heating, ventilation, and air condi- 
tioning businesses that are compet- 
ing with private independent con- 
tractors throughout Maryland. 

This legislation, which 0 ~ ~ 0 -  

diversification efforts,” aims to pre- 

utility’s for-profit subsidiaries. 
Former Baltimore county execu- 

tive Dennis Rasmussen, now an 
Annapolis lobbyist who represents 
the Maryland Alliance for Fair  
Competition, believes that this new 
law aims to not only create a level 
playing field for all independent con- 
tractors, but also acts to the benefit 

According to Rasmussen, “House 
Bill 1149 ensures that utilities do 
not utilize ratepayers’ money to sup- 

House Bill 114% legislation port their for-profit subsidiaries. 
Utilities have proved in the past that  
they cannot be trusted to self-rem- 
late their cost allocation manuals.” 

In 1992, the staff of the Public 
service ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ i ~ ~  identified that 

used a t  least $550,000 of ratepayer 
money to subsidize its non-regulated 
afflliates, 

member, stated that “subsequent 
studies would reveal that an even 
greater amount ofratepayers’ money 

acknowledged 
serious issues confronting 
tbe independent COnfraCfOr 
industv’ 

is a step in the right 

before the Public Sewice 
Commission. ” 

-Alliance lobbyist 
Dennis Rasmussen 

may have been used to finance the 

Supporters of the Maryland 
Alliance for Fair Competition, an 
organization which represents over 

businesses throughout the state, con- 
tends that for years they have been 
subjected to unfair competition stem- 

continue to be 

Next week Proposed “Stan&& 
0fCond~cf’fOr utility companies and 

Maryland AZliunce to the state Public 
Utilities Commission 

Larry LeDoyen, Alliance board one thousand independent contractor their affiliates, submitted by the ’ 
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Rules o f the  road: How a utility 
Competition has submitted the fol- 
lowing “Proposed Standards of 
Conduct” for utility companies that 
also own and operate contracting 
affiliates. Many of the provisions are 
already in effect in other states. All of 
the provisions appear eminently rea- 
sonable to us (except for the tattoo 
ban, but there’s probably a good 
reason for that, too). - The News 

The affiliate and the utility 
shall operate from physically sepa- 
rate locations. The affiliate must 
maintain inventory and equipment 
separately from the utility parent’s 
inventory and equipment. 

The utility must perform com- 
petitive solicitations to select con- 
tractors for the implementation of 
utility-sponsored DSM programs and 
other resource acquisition solicita- 
tions. The ariliate may submit a pro- 
posal, but will receive no preferential 
treatment evaluation and contract- 
ing terms as a non-affiliated bidder. 
The utility shall not purchase from the 
f i l i a te  or provide the affiliate with any 
non-tariff services. 

Utility personnel and assets, 
including corporate officers and direc- 
ton ,  and equipment, shall not be used 

to peiform analyses or provide other 
services for the affiliate, unless the afil- 
iate is charged the full fair market 
value cost of the analysis or service, and 
similar services are offered to non-dil- 
iates a t  similar terms. 

The utility may not disclose to 
its affiliate any information obtained in 
connection with providing utility ser- 
vices to a customer or potential cus- 
tomer (i.e., usage information, special 
circumstances, mailing lists, etc.). 

The utilily must offer the same 
discounts, rebates, fee waivers, penalty 
waivers, or guarantees to all non-utility 
affiliated suppliers or customers that it 
offers to its afiliate or customers of its 
affiliate (Le., heat pump rebates, main- 
tenance contracts). 

The utility shall process all 
similar requests for regulated utility 
services in the same manner and 
within the same period of time, 
whether requested on behalf of com- 
petitive activities or a third party; 
provided that this provision shall 
not in any manner be constriied to 
limit the utility’s ability to carry out 
its public service obligation a s  i t  
deems necessary. 

Joint calls of any sort are forbid- 
den. A customer may arrange to have a 
utility representative call separately to 
advise on technical matters unrelated 

n . 1  company can compete fairly 
to sales, but such representatives may 
not make joint sales calls with affiliate 
representatives. 

Joint promotions between the 
utility and the affiliate are prohibit- 
ed, such a s  inclusion of flyers for the 
affiliate in the utility’s bills or  any 
similar access to billing information. 
The utility shall not allow its affili- 
ates Lo utilize its name in any man- 
ner such that customers can reason- 
ably imply that: the distribution ser- 
vices provided by the company are of 
a superior quality when power is  pnr- 
chased from an affiliate; and/or the 
merchant services are being provided 
by the distribution company rather 
than the affiliate; and/or the power 
purchased from a competitive suppli- 
er may not be reliably delivered. This 
prohibits the display of the utility’s 
brand name logo on personnel uni- 
forms, company vehicles, or in body 
tattoos of affiliate personnel. 
Promotional material may not allow 
the affiliate to be identified a s  an 
affiliate of the utility. 

The utility shall not provide 
sales leads to its affiliate and must 
refrain from giving the appearance 
that the utility speaks on behalf of its 
affiliate. If a customer requests infor- 
mation about equipment suppliers or 
providers of conservation or other 

services sold by affiliates, to the extent 
the utility responds to the request, the 
utility shall provide a list to all suppli- 
ers in the area and shall not promote 
the affiliate. Furthermore, no employee 
of a public utility who has responsibili- 
ties in the areas of system planning, 
system operation, power services, 
and/or customer services shall also be 
an employee of any affiliated company, 
or serve in any capacity therefor. 

Nonregulated affitiates should not 
be allowed to market the benefit ofbuying 
their products through financing provided 
by their utility parent. Financing of pur- 
chases in the competitive marketplace on 
the utility bill shall be made available tn 
all qualified competitors and their cus- 
tomers, if such services are made available 
to any affiliate, at the same terms and 
rates. 

All transactions between regu- 
lated utility activities and competitive 
activities shall be accounted for in 
accordance with the utility’s cost allo- 
cation manual. Any transaction or 
activity offered by the utility to the 
affiliate must be offered to all competi- 
tors under the same terms and condi- 
tions. Any transaction or activity 
offered by the affiliate to the utility 
must be offered to all competitors 
under the same terms and conditions. 

* 

, 
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Missouri electric utility 
Continued from Page I 

The  Missouri Coalition for 
Fair Competition, which fought 
for enactment of the fair compe- 
tition law (The News, Aug. 10, 
1998), had filed a complaint with 
the Missouri PSC. The hvac con- 
t r a c t o r s  c o m p l a i n e d  t h a t  
AmerenUE h a d  misled con- 
sumers  i n  their advertising, 
which implied that the utility 
would perform repairs on fur- 
naces, air conditioners, and hot 
water heaters. 

AmerenUE did not perform 
the repairs, but instead turned 
the work over to 'unknown" con- 
tractors. 

T h e v  k n e r e n l  never told the 
pubic who was performing the 
repairs," said the Coalition's 
Peny  Moore. "One of our spon- 
s o r s  a s k e d  

The fines for violating the  
statute could have exceeded mil- 
lions of dollars, according to 
Terry Allen, a Jefferson City, Mo. 
attorney who handled the com- 
plaint for the Coalition. He added 
that Ameren, the state's largest 
electric provider and  th i rd-  
largest distributor of natural gas, 
"misled consumers with advertis- 
ing in violation of the same law 
they purported to support." 

BET'IXRl"FINE 
So what's better, termination 

of the On-Call service plan, or a 
whopping fine for the utility? 

"We prefer what we got," said 
Moore. "The se t t lement  was  
negotiated by several groups 
inc lud ing  the Coalit ion.  If  

A m e r e n  h a d  
been fined, we 
would have still 
b e e n  f i g h t i n g  
them in 2001." 

Moore, whose 
backmound is in 

A m e r e n  for  a 
list of the names 
but they refused 
to give it to us. 
Maybe the utili- 
ty thought they 
Were protecting 
someone. I really don't know why 
they wouldn't reveal the names." 

The utility was found in vio- 
lation of Section 386.756 of the 
Revised S ta tu tes  of Missouri. 
The section said that a utility 
shall not allow any affiliate or 
uti l i ty contractor to use the  
name of the utility unless the 
utility, affiliate, or utility con- 
tractor disclosed on all advertis- 
ing that the services provided 
were not regulated by the Mis- 
souri PSC. 

t h e  w h o l e s a l e  
supply business, said that his 
~ O U D  won the battle because of 

u i f i ed  front. 
We refused to let ACCA or 

other mechanical contractors 
t ake  to t h e  forefront of t h e  
effort," he said. "We all worked 
under  one umbrella a n d  we 
eventually got support from the 
AFL-CIO and  the  AARP, to 
name two. 

"We ran  this as a political 
campaign, which is the only way 
to win a battle like this." 

. .. .. . . 
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Orlando utility wants a bigger slice 
of the commercial a/c business 

RLANDO, Fla. - The Orlando 
Utilities C o m m i s s i o n  (OUC)  0 recently unveiled p lans  to con- 

vince owners of downtown business- 
es to purchase  air conditioning and 
the power to supply it through them. 

The OUC plans to offer ~r condi- 8 .. 

tioning directly from the city-owned 
w a t e r  a n d  e l e c t r i c  c o m p a n y .  Its 
$4 million gamble is designed t o  tie 
u p  commercial  c u s t o m e r s  for  the 
next 20 years. 

Page 4, Please 

Orlando utility wants more 
Continued from Page I 

According to a story in The 
Orlando Sentinel, OUC and 
partner Trigen-Cinergy Solu- 
tions, Cincinnati, are planning 
to construct a 3.800-sq-I% 
chiller plant in a former down- 
town Orlando parking lot. The 
utility plans to cool water to as 
low as  37'F and pump it 
through underground pipes to 
buildings signed up by OUC 
and Trigen-Energy. Air will be 
blown over the water to cool 
the buildings through equip- 
ment owned by the partners. 

The OUC's goal is to pick up 
20,000 tons of the 100,000-ton 
demand for air conditioning in 
the downtown district. I t  also is 

looking to more chiller plant 
construction if businesses out- 
side of the downtown area buy 
into the plan. 

A utility spokesperson said 
in the Sentinel that the plan 
means business owners will be 
free from spending hundreds of 
thousands of dollars on equip- 
ment maintenance and 
replacement. 

Keith Rice, manager of 
OUC's chilled-water develop- 
ment, said the new plant would 
provide every service needed 
under one roof. "One stop shop- 
ping," he added, "is what a util- 
ity can provide." 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

If done properly, electric deregulation promises to create a competitive market for retail 
sales of electricity which should lead to substantial energy cost savings for most consumers. 
However, early experience with deregulation has demonstrated that there are several substantial, 
unexpected problems. One such problem is the cross-subsidization of utility affiliates in 
unregulated service industries which threatens to undermine competition in these service 
industries as well as to reduce cost savings to consumers of electricity. The current pattern of 
electric deregulation creates strong economic incentives for such cross-subsidized market entry. 

The most obvious example of cross-subsidized utility entry into new markets is the move 
of several utilities into the heating, ventilation, air-conditioning and refrigeration (HVACR) 
market. Members of the HVACR service industry have witnessed an unprecedented and 
growing incursion into the HVACR service market by utility affiliates in recent years. In a few 
states, such as Delaware and Maryland, utility affiliates have used their market power and cross- 
subsidies to suddenly gain over a 20% share of the HVACR market. These affiliates have 
enjoyed substantial cross-subsidies from their related utilities in the form of free advertising, free 
marketing, free customer information, free or reduced cost employees and free equipment. These 
cross-subsidies impose costs on the electric onsumer and are contrary to the goals of open 
competition on which deregulation is premised. 

This report, prepared by Spectrum Economics of Palo Alto, California examines the issue 
of cross-subsidization of utility affiliates in the HVACR market and its potential implications for 
deregulation of the electric power industry. The key issues explored and conclusions reached are 
as follows: 

0 Deregulation and Cross-Subsidization: This section reviews the long history of the 
problems of cross-subsidization created by earlier deregulation of other industries such as 
natural gas and long-distance service. In all of these industries, strict safeguards against 
cross-subsidization were required. 

Cross-Subsidization Defined: The National Regulatory Research Institute has defined 
cross-subsidization and demonstrated how regulation creates incentives for cross- 
subsidization. 

0 

0 Utility Cross-Subsidization of HVACR Affiliates and Its Public Policy Implications: 
Examines why deregulation creates incentives to cross-subsidize unregulated affiliates 
and the forms of cross-subsidization. Partial deregulation encourages cross-subsidization 
because subsidy costs can be hidden in regulated operations and passed on to consumers. 
Such subsidies both increase costs to electric consumers and in the long run would lead to 
high price monopolies in the unregulated HVACR business. 



0 Utility Entrants into HVACR Markets and Regulatory Responses: Surveys the entry 
of utility affiliates into the HVACR market as well as regulatory responses in seven key 
states: New York, Nevada, Colorado, Maryland, Virginia, Ohio and Michigan. Among 
these states, the strongest utility HVACR programs are in Maryland and Ohio. Many 
states are considering tough rules to prohibit cross-subsidies, but Minnesota has enacted 
the toughest regulations. 

Impacts of Cross-Subsidization on Competition: The California PUC has found that 
cross-subsidies in California alone are approaching over $100 million per year. This 
would translate into a national consumer loss of over $2 billion per year. Short term job 
loss to existing workers could reach 60,000. 

The report concludes that legislation to deregulate electric generation must address the 

0 

issue of cross-subsidization in order to avoid substantial harm to competition and consumers. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration (HVACR) industry has 
revenues of over $67 billion per year and employs over 530,000 people . I  ’ About 70% of the 
employees work for small contractors who employ less than 50 people, and almost half work for 
employers with less than 10 employees.’ The industry pays high wages to its employees, who 
average about $1 7 per hour and provides independent livelihood to over 53,000 small business 
owners and their families. ’ 

Increasingly, the future of these independent contractors is threatened by anticompetitive 
practices associated with the entry of large electric and gas utilities into the HVACR industry 
through unregulated affiliates. About 42% of utilities are now active in the HVACR business, 
but most of their activity is recent! In the early 1990s only two major utilities, Consumer’s 
Power of Michigan and Public Service of Colorado, had major HVACR businesses. By 1997, the 
number of utilities in the HVACR market had grown to over 50. The change in utility 
participation in the HVACR business is shown in Chart 1. This report examines some of the 
reasons for utility entry into the HVACR market, the potential for cross-subsidization of 
unregulated affiliates in the HVACR market, how this development threatens to reduce consumer 
savings in the soon-to-be deregulated electric power market, and utility actions and regulatory 
responses in seven states: Nevada, Colorado, Ohio, Michigan, New York, Maryland and 
Virginia. 

11. DEREGULATION AND CROSS-SUBSIDIZATION 

Recent U.S. efforts to deregulate major industries such as airlines, trucking, railroads and 
natural gas have by and large led to more competition and lower prices for most consumers. It is 

‘Projected from 1992 Census of Construction Industries output of $41 billion, based on 
recently released 6 digit SIC detail. HVACR includes SIC 1711 1, SIC 171 116 (mechanical), SIC 
171 118 (Refrigeration), SIC 171 122 (Combination), and N.S.K (Other). Projection based on 
growth in earnings and employment through 1997. 

’Employment and Earnings, Nov. 1997, Table B-12, HVACR is 66% of SIC 171, 
Plumbing, Heating and Air-conditioning. 

’U.S. Bureau of the Census, County Business Pattems, U.S. Summary, 1995, p.7 

Employment and Earnings, Nov. 1997, Table B-15, data is for SIC 171 

Op.cit.., County Business Pattems, p.7 

1996 data from Energy Users News, July 1997. 
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anticipated that deregulation of electric generation will produce many of the same benefits for 
consumers of electric power. However, if the transition to competition is not properly handled, 
deregulation could result in new economic inefficiencies both in the market for electric power 
and in related markets such as HVACR services. The recent and sudden expansion of electric 
utilities into the HVACR business is the leading edge of the potential for large energy supply and 
service conglomerates that could achieve near monopoly status in some industries. While 
integrated conglomerates are not in themselves problematic, the potential for anticompetitive 
impacts contrary to the intent of deregulation arises from the potential for utilities to use cross- 
subsidies from their regulated business to enter into and unfairly dominate other related but 
unregulated industries. 

In contrast to European and Asian encouragement of industrial consolidation, the United 
States has historically sought to prevent monopolies. When industrial consolidation went too far, 
the government broke up such near monopolies as Standard Oil, IBM and AT&T. Today 
Microsoft has come under increasing government scrutiny for allegedly monopolistic actions. 
Active U.S. enforcement of antitrust laws, in contrast to European and Asian protection of 
inefficient industrial giants, is one of several reasons for the relatively greater economic success 
of the United States. Where monopoly was thought to be inevitable, the U.S. has traditionally 
regulated such “natural monopolies” as water, electricity, gas and communications. Through 
regulation, monopolies prices were constrained, but they were also protected against competition. 
Thus regulated monopolies were both restricted and protected by their regulators. 

Regulated firms generally were subject to another restriction: they were rarely allowed to 
enter unregulated businesses. This restriction was put in place to prevent these regulated 
monopolies from subsidizing their entry into new businesses using assets paid for by the 
ratepayers or from shifting part of that cost to consumers in the regulated industry. However, 
changing telecommunications and energy markets have led to partial deregulation first of natural 
gas and long-distance service, then of electricity generation. Partial deregulation of these 
industries has led to a “mixed-market” environment in which portions of the industry have been 
opened to competition while other portions have remained subject to regulation. 

As part of this deregulation process, utilities have been allowed to establish unregulated 
subsidiaries, but initially only under carefully controlled conditions. The first major utility 
deregulation effort, that of long-distance rates, required AT&T to divest its regulated regional 
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Bell operating companies (RBOC’s) and limited its entry into a variety of information publishing 
sectors.’ 

111. WHAT IS CROSS-SUBSIDIZATION? 

Cross-subsidization is one of the key problems created by a mixed market environment. 
Concem about the potential for cross-subsidization prompted many of the restrictions described 
above and has posed a persistent problem for regulators. Cross-subsidization occurs when an 
affiliate in an unregulated market is able to price its product or services below cost due to its 
relationship with a regulated entity. Whether this cross-subsidy takes the form of covering the 
affiliates losses with revenues from the regulated utility or arises from the use of assets of the 
regulated entity to reduce the cost of providing service, the unregulated affiliate enjoys a 
competitive advantage due to its relationship with the regulated monopoly. This intemal subsidy 
is bome, directly or indirectly, by the consumers of the regulated entity. 

The result of this cross-subsidy is both inefficiency in the regulated market and a skewing 
of competition in the unregulated market as the affiliate is able to drive out otherwise efficient 
rivals through below cost pricing. The cross-subsidy enjoyed by the affiliate may allow the 
affiliate to offer prices far enough below its cost to allow it not only to drive out competitors but 
to prevent new entrants into the market. Once competition is eliminated, prices in the 
unregulated market will rise and the threat of predatory pricing will be sufficient to dissuade 
potential new entrants. Obviously, cross-subsidies pose adverse consequences for consumers 
and competitors alike. 

IV. UTILITY CROSS-SUBSIDIZATION OF HVACR AFFILIATES AND ITS 
PUBLIC POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

A. Why Deregulation Creates Incentives For Utilities To Crass-Subsidize Their 
Entry Into The Market for HVACR Services 

The utility industry is a huge industry undergoing the stress of market change and 
deregulation. The $213 billion electric utility industry dwarfs the $67 billion air conditioning 

’See 47 U.S.C., Sections 272 (separate affiliates for competitive activities, 274 (separate 
affiliate for electronic publishing), 275 (delayed entry into alarm monitoring services). 

For an excellent discussion of the economic theory of why regulated firms should be 
kept out of unregulated markets, see Timothy Brennan, “Why Regulated Firms should be Kept 
Out of Unregulated Markets: Understanding the Divestiture in United States v. AT&T, The 
Antitrust Bulletin, Fall 1987, P. 741 to 793. 
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installation and maintenance business? Several individual electric utilities are larger than an 
entire state’s HVACR industry. Natural gas utilities are “only” a $60 billion industry. The 
relative sizes of the HVACR, Electric Utility and Gas Utility industries are shown in Chart 2. 

Deregulation creates powerful incentives for gas and electric utilities to move into 
HVACR installation and service. The key incentive shared by all utilities and created by 

deregulation is the search for long-range profits. By hiding part of the costs of establishing 
themselves in the unregulated HVACR business, utilities can force their electric customers to 
help finance corporate expansion. In the long-run, after competitors are driven out by predatory 
pricing unregulated monopoly profits can be earned in the new business.” 

The second reason is bundling: using service contracts bundled with gas or electric 
purchases to encourage customers not to shift to new, more cost-competitive energy supplies. 
Fearful that they will be unable to compete on price alone due to stranded costs and other factors, 
utilities are hoping to retain customers by offering services like HVACR installation and service 
along with the base gas or electric service as a single package. Alternate suppliers of cheap gas 
and electricity can compete on price more easily than they can compete on service. Many 
utilities believe that they have a better chance of retaining consumer loyalty for their base electric 
and gas products by providing a bundle of energy services, including HVACR and appliance 
services, at a single package price. These utilities are deliberately under-pricing service contracts 
as loss leaders, to convince customers to accept long-term electric or gas purchase contracts. The 
main incentive to do this is that many utility costs are largely fixed, so that the loss of a small 
number of customers can significantly reduce profits. 

Under deregulation both electric and gas utilities share another powerful reason for 
diversifying into HVACR installation and service: institutional survival. Their existing 
businesses are slow growing, and new competitors will almost surely take some of that current 
business. Established organizations generally try to avoid staff cuts. Most utilities must cut staff 
to remain competitive in their core business, but they are desperate to shift these workers to new 
business to avoid the organizational morale and political problems of significant layoffs. Many 
utilities will grasp at any possibility to maintain the size of the organization, even if it will not be 
immediately profitable. Regulatory politics encourages such investments. Electric deregulation 
and general rate freezes are occurring at a time of declining interest rates and declining fuel 
prices. These fortuitous circumstances make many utilities potentially so profitable that they risk 
a political backlash against deregulation. After languishing for most of the last five years, utility 
earnings per share growth rates are expected to more than double from 2.5% per year to almost 

’Monthly energy review, December 1997, KWH sales times average price. 

lo For an analysis of the economic and regulatory incentives for cross-subsidies see Jaison 
Abel, An Economic Analysis of Marketing Affiliates in a Deregulated Electric Power Industry, 
National Regulatory Research Institute, Ohio State University, Feb. 1998 
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6% per year in the next five years under deregulation. The decision facing utility executives is 
simple: If they don’t take the diversification risk, their own jobs are at risk, and the profits saved 
from utility staff cuts may be recaptured by regulators in any case. If utility executives do invest 
in risky, initially money losing diversification, their jobs are saved and they are effectively 
risking the money of their regulated customers, not their shareholders. 

Avoiding layoffs through diversification only works if the utility can be cost competitive 
in the new business or if it can use cross-subsidization to kill competitors. Utilities cannot be 
cost competitive in the HVACR business with their existing staff -- their wages are too high. 
Thus, utilities must either cross-subsidize or use non-union contractor personnel in the new 
HVACR enterprises: They must choose between an economic problem and a political one. 
However, many utilities are doing so by utilizing their ratepayer-based assets to cross-subsidize 
their entry into the market for HVACR services. Through cross-subsidization, the affiliate’s 
costs are lower than other participants in the market for HVACR services and are able to use 
their cost difference to force out current HVACR service providers and discourage new market 
entrants. Thus, while the initial result of cross-subsidization may be to lower the cost of 
HVACR services, these prices will surely rise as competition is eliminated. In addition, the cost 
of providing these below-cost services is actually being paid by the customers of the regulated 
part of the utility. 

B. 

Both gas and electric utilities have many ways to cross-subsidize their HVACR affiliates. 

Utility Cross-Subsidization and Public Policy 

Some key cross-subsidies include providing the following services to unregulated affiliates at 
low or no cost: 

0 Customer Data: Utilities have amassed large volumes of information on their 
customers and those customers’ usage pattems during their tenure as monopoly 
utility service providers. Obviously, this type of information becomes extremely 
valuable in a competitive marketplace. By sharing this data with its unregulated 
affiliate, the utility provides the affiliate with a substantial competitive advantage. 

Employees and Employee Benefits: Costs associated with employees and 
employee benefits are substantial, and the potential for cross-subsidization arises 
when employees are shared between the utility and its affiliate. 

Finance: Regulated entities generally receive a lower costs of capital than firms 
in competitive markets. If this advantage is passed on to the unregulated affiliate, 
that entity enjoys lower costs of capital than similarly placed independent firms 
solely by virtue of its relationship with the utility. Borrowing for these 

0 

0 

I ’  Zack’s Earnings forecasts, April 24, 1998 
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unregulated subsidiaries raises interest costs paid by general utility customers. 

Shared Logos or  Trademarks: The “name brand” recognition possessed by 
utility logos and trademarks is the result of their monopoly status and should be 
considered to be a ratepayer asset in a competitive environment. Allowing 
unregulated affiliates to advertise, trade upon, or promote their affiliation with the 
utility through the use of shared logos or trademarks results in a ratepayer asset 
being used to create an unfair competitive advantage in the market for HVACR 
services. 

0 

0 Bill Inserts: Direct mail advertising is expensive. Many utilities provide free 
advertising to their affiliates by allowing them to insert advertising in the utility’s 
monthly billings. 

Preferential Referrals: Many consumers call their utility when they experience 
problems with major appliances or HVACR systems. Often utilities refer these 
callers only to their unregulated affiliate rather than informing them of the 
existence of numerous qualified service providers. 

0 

While requesting the freedom to subsidize their own entry into the HVACR business 
through their affiliates, electric utilities have at the same time opposed subsidies to their 
competitors. Investor owned utilities have spent over 50 years fighting subsidized public power 
projects. They objected to the public power industry receiving subsidies from taxpayers in form 
of below market interest rates, low or no taxes and free administrative support. The Edison 
Electric Institute, a coalition of investor-owned utilities, was formed over 50 years ago to fight 
public power subsidies. These public power subsidies are similar to the utility’s cross-subsidies 
of their unregulated affiliates. 

Many of these same utilities are currently proposing new subsidies to themselves. These 
proposed subsidies would require customer payment for so-called “stranded costs” 
(e.g., unsuccessful past investments which firms in normal competitive industries would be 
forced to write off). These proposed stranded cost assessments amount to a subsidy to electric 
utilities of between $100 and $160 billion. ’’ While the utilities plead financial necessity to 
obtain stranded cost recovery, many of these same utilities are pouring tens of millions of dollars 
into entering the HVACR business. 

The economic and public policy reasons for limiting cross-subsidization of unregulated 
affiliates in the HVACR industry are well described in a recent report issued by the National 
Regulatory Research Institute entitled, “The Problem of Regulating Utility Affiliate Interactions 

‘’A. Thierer, “Electricity Deregulation: Separating Fact From Fiction in the Debate Over 
Stranded Cost Recovery”, March 1997, The Heritage Foundation, Washington D. C. 
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in a Mixed Market Environment” by Kenneth Costello and Robert Graniere. l 3  The Institute is 
supported by the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC). The 
report makes the following key points: 

0 Cost shifting from unregulated affiliate to regulated utility can be accomplished in 
myriad ways; 

Cost based regulation provides a substantial economic incentive for such cost 
shifting; 

The regulatory challenge of reviewing such cost shifting is difficult, if not 
impossible; 

Cost shifting is economically inefficient: it taxes utility customers to finance 
unfair competition by the unregulated affiliate; and 

In the long run, the potential for cost-shifting limits competition in the industry 
entered by the utility’s unregulated affiliate. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

The ability of regulated utilities to leverage their market power into closely related 
sectors such as HVACR service through cross-subsidization of unregulated affiliates presents 
significant problems for both regulators and competitors in these unregulated industries. Even 
Robert Pitofsky, Chairman of the Federal Trade Commission and one of the top government 
officials charged with enforcing the antitrust laws, concedes: “[cross-subsidization] is one of the 
most difficult issues to deal with in antitrust enforcement, because the books are in the hands of 
the person who is doing the cross-subsidizing, and the allocation problems are enormously 
diffic~lt.’”~ Even where regulators have attempted to maintain effective regulations against 
subsidized utility entry into new market, detailed controls against cross-subsidies have been 
difficult to implement. California has imposed stringent controls on utilities’ affiliate 
transactions, including corporate separation, and has tried to closely monitor these relationships 
for such giant utilities as Pacific Gas and Electric. Nevertheless, a late 1997 audit of PG&E’s 
subsidiaries found cross-subsidiaries amounting to $33.7 million dollars. California PUC staff 
projected that PG&E subsidies to its unregulated subsidiaries were growing at such a rate that 
they could amount to $300 million over the next three years. Unfortunately, no other PUC has 

I3For a detailed review of how utilities can cross subsidize, see Costello and Graniere, 
“The Problem of Regulating Utility-Affiliate Interactions in a Mixed Market Environment, 
National Regulatory Research Institute, April 1997. 

I4Antitrust Aspects of Electricity Deregulation before the House Committee on the 
Judiciary, 105th Congress, 1st Session, at 68 (1997) (statement of the Honorable Robert Pitofsky, 
Chairman, Federal Trade Commission). 
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completed such a study of the actual costs of cross-subsidies. Projecting the Califomia PUC 
results for PG&E to a national level, however, the annual national cost for these cross-subsidies 
would amount to approximately $2 billion per year. The estimated cross-subsidy cost to utility 
consumers by state is shown in Table 1. 

V. A SAMPLING OF UTILITY ENTRANTS INTO THE HVACR MARKET AND 
REGULATORY RESPONSES IN MAJOR STATES 

A. Overview 

Utility participation in the HVACR market has taken a variety of forms, including: 

0 contractor certification programs; 

0 

0 

0 

In response to this development, many state regulatory commissions have begun crafting 

sales of referrals for customers seeking HVACR service; 

sales of HVACR maintenance plans (either directly or through an affiliate); and 

general HVACR maintenance and contracting. 

standards of conduct to govem utility affiliate transactions, particularly those states moving 
towards a deregulated market. Among these states, many are moving towards stricter 
requirements of physical and financial separation for electric utilities and their non-regulated 
affiliates. New Hampshire and California have required that the utilities and their affiliates be 
separate corporate entities. Iowa, while not requiring complete separation, has prohibited the 
sharing of vehicles, service tools and other assets between the utility and its unregulated 
affiliates. Minnesota probably enacted the strictest rules: it required that unregulated affilaiates 
pay a 1% of revenues franchise fee to the regulated utility. (This was later overturned by state 
courts.) Many other states are currently considering similar rules including charges for shared 
data processing and administrative support, permitting sharing of marketing and other data only 
if it is available to all competitors on a nondiscriminatory basis, and other rules to prevent abuse 
of utility market power. The degree to which such rules are enacted and effectively enforced will 
determine whether HVACR servlce remains a bastion of small business. 

B. Status In Key States 

The nation’s most aggressive utility moves into air-conditioning installation and 
maintenance are in Maryland, Virginia, and Colorado. 

Maryland -- Baltimore Gas and Electric is moving aggressively into the HVACR business. 
Through their Home Products and Services division , formed in 1994, BG&E sells HVACR and 
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appliance service contracts, repairs and installs HVACR systems, and sells appliances. BG&E’s 
Commercial Building Systems division designs, finances and supervises the installation of 
commercial HVACR systems. BG&E clearly cross-subsidizes its affiliates, which pay nothing 
for such vital services as advertising, data or customer referrals from the regulated utility. 

Delmarva Power (recently renamed Connectiv). which supplies electricity to Delaware 
and Eastem Maryland, has been even more aggressive in the HVACR area. DelmarvdConnectiv 
has purchased several electrical contractors and now sells, finances and installs residential and 
commercid central air conditioning systems. Connectiv recently announced that its KVACR 
business tripled to S95 million in 1997. This amounts to a market share of over 20% in 
Connectiv’s temtory. 

The Washington, D.C., area gas utility, Washington Gas, is also aggressively selling 
HVACR services. Its HVACR service programs go back at least to the early 1980’s. They sell 
appliance and HVACR service contracts and finance purchases through a “ T h 8  Purchase Plan”. 
The actual service work is done by a combination of Washington Gas staff and “Trade 
Associate” contractors. Washington Gas also operates a contractor referral program. 

Several Maryland area utilities are not entering the HVACR business, as of late 1997. 
Allegheny Power, which services westem Maryland, is not pursuing air conditioning installation 
and maintenance. Columbia Gas also has no major programs. 

Maryland regulators and the Maryland legislature are currently debating how to regulate 
these utility programs. The staff of the Maryland PSC has recommended strict separation 
between BG&E and its afffiates, including open competitive bidding for all ud& contracts and 
open purchase of all utility services such as customer data. The legislature passed tight cost 
allocation rules for utility subsidiaries. 

In nearby Delaware. the State Legislature passed a Joint Resolution establishing Fair 
Conduct rules for util,ity subsidiaries. Delmarva Power had bought several HVACR contractors 
and the utility was referring customers to these unregulated subsidiaries without informing the 
customers of the corporate relationship. The Delaware Public Service Commission examiner 
found Delmarva Power’s actions to be in clear violation of the Code Of Conduct.” 

Virginia -- Virginia Power (VEPCO) had an aggressive HVACR program but is pulling back 
from this business as of late 1997. VEPCO designs, builds and manages commercial HVACR 
systems. It created a “Comfort Assured” Prefened Dealer Network to install and service 
residential heat pump systems and provides low interest loans through these contractors. 
VEPCO also bought an appliance and HVACR service contract and warranty business. Under 
significant legal and political pressure, VEPCO is now selling the warranty business and is 

Is State News, October 19,1997 
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reducing its other HVACR service business. Under intense pressure, VEPCO signed an 
agreement with the Virginia Coalition for Fair Competition to follow strict “standards of 
Conduct.”’6 

Colorado -- Public Service of Colorado both services air conditioning systems and appliances 
and is constructing a large chilled water plant to provide cooling to downtown Denver. The 
plant will use off-peak power in the evening to chill water for day time use. PSC has reduced its 
once aggressive appliance service business to cover the Denver area only. 

The most aggressive utility provider of HVACR services in Colorado and several nearby 
states is KN Energy, once mainly a gas transmission and distribution company. KN Energy 
provides appliance service (including HVACR), and appliance warranties along with a wide 
variety of gas and telecommunications services. 

A nearby utility, NorAmEnergy, now part of Houston Industries, is aggressively 
expanding its appliance and air conditioning service business in Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, 
Louisiana and Minnesota and may soon enter the Colorado market. 

Colorado’s Public Utilities Commission is finalizing a modestly sb%ct code of conduct 
rules for unregulated affiliates which require full payment to the utility for all data and other 
services. 

New York -- New York utilities are discussing providing a variety of HVACR services but 
relatively few programs are being implemented as of late 1997. The most active program is that 
of Brooklyn Union Gas and their merger partner Long Island Lighting (LILCO) -- now Keyspan 
Energy. Brooklyn Union sells and installs gas air conditioning and sells gas appliance 
maintenance contracts. Any further Keyspan entry into the HVACR business is being held up by 
negotiations surrounding the merger. 

The other major New York utilities, Niagra Mohawk, Consolidated Edison, Rochester 
Gas and Electric and New York State Electric and Gas are not aggressively pursuing the HVACR 
business. 

The New York PUC has ordered all state utilities, including Brooklyn UnionKeyspan out 
of the HVACR business by 2000, unless the utilities can prove they are not cross-subsidizing. 
The April 4, 1997 PSC order requires that all utility HVACR services be provided by separate 
subsidiaries, that past expenditures be refunded to customers and that HVACR service prices be 
immediately raised to unsubsidized levels. 

Michigan -- Consumers Power has been aggressively trying to enter the HVACR business for 15 

I6Lawrence DeSimone, Senior Vice President of Virginia Power, letter ofNov. 4, 1997 
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years, but they have been held up by litigation and the Michigan Coalition for Fair Competition 
has continued to fight these utility HVACR programs. Consumers Power sells appliance and 
HVACR service contracts for residences and is discussing broader HVACR services. 
Consumers Power also has a referral program which includes a 10% kickback from the 
contractor. 

Detroit Edison sells appliance and HVACR service contracts. Detroit Edison is also 
installing its Liquid Pressure Amplification Pump as part of commercial refrigeration and air 
conditioning systems. 

Michigan Consolidated Gas @art of MCN Energy) has expanded from servicing gas 
appliances to selling service contracts for central air conditioning systems in the Detroit and 
Grand Rapids areas. Michigan Consolidated advertises its”100 years of gas appliance service 
experience.” 

These utility programs and potential cross-subsidy problems would be severely limited, if 
not killed by pending Michigan legislation enacting utility standards of conduct. The proposed 
Michigan standards would prohibit unregulated subsidiaries using the utility’s name, staff or data 
bases. The Michigan Alliance for Fair Competition has repeatedly sued successfully to limit 
regulated utility provision of HVACR services. 

Ohio -- Ohio utilities are discussing entering many aspects of the HVACR business, but no 
programs were actively implemented until 1997. In 1997, Ohio Edison (now part of First 
Energy which includes Toledo Edison and Cleveland Electric Illuminating) bought two of the 
nation’s largest mechanical contractors, Roth Brothers and RPC Mechanical, with combined 
revenues of over $90 million. Ohio Edison has announced that through these contractors it will 
supply the full spectrum of HVACR, roofing, and building services primarily to commercial and 
industrial customers. They are also starting a “one call” appliance service program. This 
dramatic move makes Ohio Edisoflirst Energy a major HVACR player. 

American Electric Power is indirectly entering the HVACR business through its proposed 
10 year guaranteed savings programs. For large customers willing to contract for buying 
electricity for 10 years, AEP guarantees cost savings and installs energy saving equipment, 
including HVACR equipment, for free. It is unclear how extensive these new power contracts 
will be and what their impacts will be on existing HVACR contractors. 

Columbia Gas has an appliance warranty program in Ohio. Consolidated Natural Gas is 
experimenting with an appliance warranty program in nearby Pennsylvania, which may be 
extended to the territory of CNG’s East Ohio Gas. 

and Dayton Power and Light, are actively pushing air conditioning installation and maintenance 
programs. 

Neither of Ohio’s other major electric utilities, Cincinnati Gas and Electric (now Cinergy) 
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The Ohio legislature is considering utility standards of conduct which would control 
these programs, but passage is uncertain. 

Nevada -- Nevada Power proposed a preferred dealer network where it would sell referrals to 
selected contractors, but this program was effectively killed by PSC action. They are also 
planning a central chilled water cooling system for the Las Vegas “Strip.” Having lost the dealer 
referral battle, Nevada Power is now entering the home and appliance warranty business 
(including HVACR) through an insurance affiliate, First Choice Insurance. This program is 
running into problems with the contractor’s licensing board, as is a similar insurance program 
run by Old Republic. Sierra Pacific has no similar programs. 

Southwest Gas has some contractor referral programs, but these are operated in 
cooperation with existing contractor organizations. 

The Nevada Legislature passed a new law requiring that all unregulated work be run 
through separate affiliates, but the standards of conduct for these affiliates will be established as 
part of complex new laws and new rules for deregulating electric power generation. 

VI. POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF CROSS-SUBSIDIZATION ON LONG-TERM 
COMPETITION 

Since electric and gas markets will continue to be partially regulated, the opportunities 
and incentives for cross-subsidization will also continue. The market power of existing regulated 
electric and gas monopolies may decline, but will not disappear. Therefore, careful regulation to 
prevent unfair cross-subsidization will continue to be necessary in order to prevent diverting 
consumer savings from the electricity markets and causing substantial disruptions in unregulated 
markets such as HVACR services. 

Consumers are harmed by cross-subsidization both in the market for electricity and in 
markets served by unregulated utility affiliates. The harm to the utility’s customers lies in the 
fact that they bear, whether directly or indirectly, the cost of the internal subsidy to the utility’s 
unregulated affiliate. The harm to consumers in the market for HVACR services arises from the 
inefficient skewing of that market caused by the cross-subsidy. Again, the utility affiliate’s 
ability to price its services at below cost in order to gain market share allows it to drive other 
competitors from the market. New competitors will be discouraged from entry by the affiliate’s 
ability to incur short-term losses to eliminate competition. Therefore, while consumers may 
initially benefit from lower prices, these prices will rise rapidly once long term competition has 
been reduced. 

Utility takeover of the HVACR business would be disruptive to the lives of both existing 
contractors and their workers. Delmarvdconnectiv’s gaining of over a 20% market share in less 
than five years demonstrates how a large utility with unlimited funds can quickly dominate the 
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HVACR industry. If utilities takover only 10% of the existing market, total national job loss 
among existing workers would be 60,000 jobs. About 5,000 existing contractors would close 
down at this level of utility expansion. 

Utilities have argued against restrictions on affiliate cross-subsidies on the grounds that 
they should be allowed to achieve economies of scale like other large integrated entities. There 
is inevitably a tension in deregulating monopolies between allowing realization of the benefits of 
economies of scale and creating an environment in which the benefits of market competition can 
be fully realized. However, past deregulation efforts demonstrate that legislators and regulators 
have seen fit to balance these interests by imposing at least some restrictions on the incumbent 
monopolists’ ability to utilize their accumulated market power. These restrictions are necessary 
in order to create a marketplace in which open competition can flourish. 

In the long run, without restrictions, energy utilities will be able to gain monopoly level 
profits in related, unregulated service industries. Once cross-subsidies have been used to drive 
out existing competitors, prices can be raised to high levels, generating monopoly profits for the 
unregulated subsidiaries of the utilities. These high prices and profits can be maintained because 
potential new entrants will be frightened off by the risk of predatory low prices charged by the 
utilities. 

Finally, allowing cross-subsidization of utility affiliates represents an unwise investment 
for utilities themselves. Utilities will face extremely difficult competitive forces in their core 
business in the coming years. Cross-subsidization diverts needed resources, that could be 
devoted to providing core utility services in the new competitive environment, to side ventures 
subsidized by the utility’s customers. 
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1. Introduction and Executive Summary 

During the 1998 Regular Session of the Florida Legislature, representatives of several air- 
conditioning contractor associations requested and received a hearing before the 
Committee on Business Regulation and Consumer Affairs. At that hearing, they expressed 
their concern that electric power utilities, spurred by the prospect of deregulation at some 
point in the next several years, would likely enter the field of major electrical appliance 
warranty and repair, and would furthermore be in a position to engage in unfair competition. 

At the heart of the contractor's concem regarding unfair competition is the specter of cross- 
subsidization. Cross-subsidization is an "intemal subsidy." In the instance of a regulated 
utility, its most direct form would occur if revenues collected by a utility from its electric 
power rate-payers were used to pay some of the costs of developing and sustaining a 
warranty and appliance repair business. More indirect forms of cross-subsidization would 
consist of: logo and name recognition; marketing and promotion; and purchasing power 
and credit lines. 

According to the contractors, this cross-subsidization would allow the utilities to charge 
warranty and repair rates that would undercut the fair market price that businesses without 
such subsidization would need to charge. The result, according to the contractors, would 
be that utilities would be enabled to rapidly acquire market share, and would eventually - 
having eliminated its small business competitors - be in a position to charge consumers 
higher rates than before. 

This is known as 'predatory pricing." Predatory pricing occurs when a business entity sets 
its prices for goods or services at a level which actually loses money initially. This is a 
viable strategy when a business has a large revenue base in a separate - though often 
closely related - area. Therefore, such a strategy is generally only available to very large 
businesses with sufficient revenue to lose money in a small segment of its business, over 
the short term. The purpose of such a strategy is to seize control over (monopolize) a 
market. 

Predatory pricing is illegal under federal and state antitrust laws. However, proving 
predatory pricing is a very "fact specific' exercise. This means that the laws against 
predatory pricing (antitrust laws) are not - and possibly cannot be - written in such a 
fashion that it is immediately and indubitably clear whether any particular activity actually 
constitutes a violation in each specific context. In order to make a determination, it is 
necessary to examination a multitude of facts that are specific to the case in question. 
Consequently, in any instance of business practice, it is easily and legitimately a matter of 
differing opinion as to whether such specific practice amounts to predatory pricing - up 
until the point a court or regulatory agency makes its ruling.' 

' A a" arainpo(nt lo i~lwmto mis is the ongoing diipub bawwn tha Federal ~urtice oepamont a d  Miaosofl 
Cofparation. Mlcmoon p r o d m  mS WnQOm 95' operallrq apknu for pnonal compulen This operaling 
90% of pMIonal c o m p m .  

Up until a c w p b  d yean age. Nolamp Cmmuniations p%MMed a similar nearmonopolywilh Kilnlamel 'brwHlef pmdud. 
Ne isap  currently al!qet thal Mlcmoon b violpting Federal Antitnut Im by engaging in @.tory prldng by gMng #way free its own 
Internel brwHler (Inlamel Explorer). Netscpp euentlsily conlandr lhal Micmrofl is doing this with me inlant of absorbing Rs io- UP lo 
the poinl thal il drive8 Narcspe out of business. a1 which point MiiI411 would be frse lo miso itr pricsl. 
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. 
In the case of electric power utilities, there is - in addition to the general laws against 
predatory pricing - the fact that the funds that would be used for any cross-subsidization 
would be coming from utility rate-payers. Power utilities currently derive their revenue in a 
monopoly environment. That is, they are granted a geographical jurisdiction within which 
they face no competition. All consumers within that area have no choice regarding from 
whom they will purchase electrical power or the price they will be charged. 

The Florida Public Service Commission (PSC) approves these jurisdictional monopolies, as 
well as the prices which consumers are charged. With regard to the investor-owned 
utilities, the PSC is charged with assuring that rates charged by utilities are set at the 
lowest reasonable rate that is fair to both the ratepayer and the uti/itjt Pursuant to this 
responsibility, the PSC is called upon to assess the utilities’ legitimate costs of doing 
business and then factor in a reasonable rate of profit in determining the rates the utility 
may charge the consumer. Consequently, as a question quite separate from the predatory 
pricing issue, there is the issue of the propriety of a regulated utility diverting revenues 
gained pursuant to the argument that these rates are only so high as are found to be 
necessary to conduct that regulated activity (plus a small profit). 

The contractors contend that the potential of such an intemal subsidy, with some of the 
overall costs of doing business as an appliance warrantylrepair business being paid by 
electric utility ratepayers, would amount to granting the utility an unfair competitive 
advantage. And, depending on the degree of market share this subsidy allowed the utility 
to gain, could even amount to an antitrust violation. 

Staff queried the PSC regarding the electric power utility industry in Florida. and then 
surveyed each of the regulated electric utilities. There are five investor-owned electric 
utilities, 33 municipally-operated electric utilities, and 17 electric cooperatives. According to 
the responses received, ~ l ~ n e  of the 33 municipally-operated electric utilities or 17 electric 
cooperatives engage in any appliance warranty or repair business. Of the four investor- 
owned utilities which responded to our survey, - (Tampa Electric Company [TECO], 
Florida Power, and Florida Power and Light [FPL]) also do nnt engage in any appliance 
warranty or repair business. 

The only electric utility which engage in appliance warranty or repair in Florida is Gulf 
Power. Gulf Power uses General Electric for the appliance repair service. General Electric 
uses local contractors to do the actual repairs. Their warranty program has approximately 
5,000 clients. 

Florida utility companies queried by staff dispute the contention that their entry into the 
warrantylrepair field does - or will - involve unfair competition. Response from the electric 
power utilities may generally be summarized as asserting that 

Advantages utility companies might possess, such as name recognition, use of logo, or 
benefits derived from purchasing power and credit lines, amount to advantages my 
established business legitimately possesses when considering expanding their 
operations. The utilities point out that such advantages are also possessed by 
businesses such as Sears or K-Mart 

2) Other activities, such as using the employees, infrastructure, buildings, furnishings, 
equipment, vehicles, or any other physical assets of the regulated activity & amount to 
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unfair competition (in the form of cross-subsidization), but the utilities deny they would 
attempt to act in such a manner, and point out that the Florida Public Service 
Commission - under current law - is already charged with preventing such cross- 
subsidization. 

Other states have wrestled with this problem. This report sets forth those states’ 
experiences in some detail. Several of those states have chosen to enact “Codes of 
Conduct“ (either statutorily or through administrative action) to prevent unfair competition. 

*.. .*. 

This report makes the following conclusions: 

0 Currently, the utilities in Florida are nnt entering the fields of appliance service warranty 
and repair to any significant extent. Only Gulf Power actually engages in this business. 
However, Florida Power is conducting an “inside wiring pilotpmjecf to determine 
whether they will enter this field.2 

0 Utility entry into the fields of appliance service warranty and repair has occurred in other 
states, and several states have set forth (either statutorily or by administrative action) 
“Codes of Conduct‘ and other cross-subsidization controls which must be observed by 
utilities entering these fields. 

0 Contractor arguments that deregulation - should it occur - will provide impetus for 
utility entry into the fields of appliance service warranty and repair appear to make 
sense. Competition can logically be expected to spur a search for more ways to 
service and expand a customer base. However, there is actually no berto utilities 
proceeding pdnc to any deregulation. Therefore, it would nnt be correct to see this 
issue as either contingent upon deregulation or necessaH/y linked to deregulation. 

0 The appropriate executive agency to consider a Code of Conduct or other controls on 
utility entry into the fields of appliance service warranty and repair would be the Public 
Service Commission. 

What the contractor representatives appear to be seeking (besides the general goal of 
“raising the consciousness‘ of the Legislature on this issue) is to have the Legislature 
place in statute for such controls. Such guidelines would clearly designate 
which activities would be considered to be cross-subsidization or some other type of 
‘unfaif competition. Without such a Code of Conduct, it is left to administrative 
hearings and litigation to determine permissible and impermissible virtually activities on 
a caseby-case basis. 

0 The ultimate issue is whether the existing laws - as adjudicated through PSC hearings 
and litigation - are sufficient to fairly and efficiently assure the utilities will not unfairly 
compete, or whether these laws should be supplemented with a Code of Conduct 
(developed either statutorily or through administrative agency action) in order to clearly 
delineate what activities and actions constitute unfair competition. . 

“Inside wiring” refen to the electrical wiring that runs from the outside meter to each of the outlets within the 
house. Such work would compete with electrical contractors, but docl not involve electrical appliance work, which is 
the focus of this report. 
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The policy options available to the Legislature are: 

1) The Legislature could conclude that no action is needed as far as statutory changes are 
concemed, that existing state and federal laws are adequate to address the situation, 
Disputes between contractors and utility companies engaged in appliance service and 
repair would be resolved administratively though hearings before the PSC or through 
litigation. 

Under this option the Legislature could hold hearings to be certain that existing laws are 
indeed adequate. 

2) The Legislature could conclude that no action is needed as far as statutory changes are 
concemed, but could direct the PSC to hold hearings with the goal of determining if it 
needs to adopt a Code of Conduct to set forth allowable and prohibited activities with 
regard to electric utilities engaging in appliance warranty and repair work. Such a Code 
of Conduct could, for instance, settle such questions as whether the use of the logo by 
repair affiliates should be prohibited, and under what circumstances and controls 
advertisements urging consumers to use these affiliates for their repair work would be 
allowed to be included in the electric utility’s monthly billings. 

3) The Legislature could hold hearings and enact a Code of Conduct, statutorily. 

II. Regulation of Power Utilities In Florida 

As in other states, an executive agency in Florida - the Public Service Commission (PSC) 
- is empowered to regulate electric utilities. The five-member PSC is created in s. 
350.031, F.S. Its members are appointed by the Govemor to 4-year terms, subject to 
confirmation by the Senate. Chapter 366, F.S., sets forth the regulation of public utilities, 
including electric power utilities. 

In Florida, three types of utilities provide electricity: investorswned utilities; rural electric 
cooperatives; and municipally-owned systems. In certain circumstances, these utilities are 
treated in varying fashions under Florida law. The PSC exercises a greater degree of 
control over investor-owned utilities, with such control extending to holding “rate cases,” in 
which the actual dollar figure they may charge for a unit of electricity (a kilowatt hour) is set. 
The rates charged by the municipal electric companies and electric cooperatives are not 
set by the PSC. Instead -for those types of entities - the PSC exercises authority 
regarding such things as resolving territorial disputes, and requiring electric power and 
conservation and reliability within a coordinated grid. 

The area in which an electric utility may provide service is defined through territorial 
agreements babeen utilities and approved by the PSC. Additionally, the agency has 
authority to resolve territorial disputes where they arise. These agreements are negotiated 
as growth occurs and utilities seek to serve the newlydeveloped areas. Thus, the 
exclusive service area of a particular utility, be it an investor+”. municipal or rural 
cooperative utility system, develops over time, in response to the growth pattems of the 
area. It is defined by territorial agreements or dispute resolutions between the utility and 
adjacent utilities over a number of years. 
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The three "core' functions of an electric utility are generation, transmission3, and distribution.' 
However, not all utilities perform each of the three functions. Each of the five investor-owned 
utilities generates electricity, as do 16 of the 33 municipal systems and two of the 17 electric 
cooperatives. In 1998, investor-owned utilities owned 78% of the generating capacity in the 
state, a reduction from a level of 85.8% in 1984 (with municipals, rural electric cooperatives, 
and federally-owned generation accounting for the remaining portion). In 1998, Florida's 
utilities generated 176,286 gigawatts of electricity and served 7,435,789 customers. 

Electric utilities in Florida are subject to what is known as 'economic regulation." Economic 
regulation is essentially a reasoned, "Faustiad bargain between government (concemed for 
providing essential services to citizens) and the business entity (concerned for its own 
legitimate profits in an environment free from competition). In this bargain, the regulated entity 
agrees to offer its service to every applicable citizen or business, and also agrees to accept 
govemment intervention in setting its prices. What the regulated entity receives in retum for 
its concessions is freedom from open competition. This freedom comes in the form of a 
geographic monopoly in which to operate. What the state receives in return for its 
concessions is an assurance that those citizens within that monopoly will all be offered 
service, and at the lowest (as determined by the govemment body) reasonable price. 

Other examples of instances in which the govemment establishes economic regulation (the 
business entity agreeing to service all applicants at a regulated price in return for freedom 
from competition within a geographical monopoly) include: harbor pilots;5 emergency medical 
services (ambulances); nursing homes; and hospitals.' 

The table that follows outlines a number of the regulatory objectives established in the Florida 
Statutes. 

Tnnun*.(on. b th. .wheeling' of large amounb of ehdrici(y i" one part of the slate to another. 

'Dirtribu(ton' b the actual mlsil &a of eledridty to conrumen. 4 

' Only a iimasd number of h a h r  pilot iimnaea are available. no mallor the number of qualiRsd applianb. Aiao. limnred 
piiota am obligated to offer their ae"m to a11 shipa w h i i  need them. and the rater they may charge am M by the Pilotage Rata Review 
Board. under the Dapamnt  of Bunineu and Pmfeuional Regulation. 

Regulation of aome h l t h  ReIda (hospitab. hospicua. nursing homea.. and emergencf W i  a o M )  haa limited 
iimnsum and provilins w h i i  aetw to minimize or eliminate canpatition. A penon or gmup may not build or opera+a a hospltsl, 
hoapim. or nursing home Whin a given haailh care marka simply by virtue of being apabb of doing ao. A hospital. hospim. or nursing 
home may not be buiil. or go into wwaUon. withoul apptying for. and mmiving fmm the Agency for Health Cam Adminiatfation (AHCA) a 
"mffifkate of need.' Requiring a mrtikle of mad befon iuuing a Iimnw amounb to a regulatory eRorl to prevent m.Uy duplication or 
harmful complilion. Simiia*, emergency medical aetvima are granted junadiaional monopolies. within w h i i  other ambulanm aewima 
will nc( ba auowed to operate. 
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HOW STATUTORY PROVISIONS ESTABLISH 
BASIC REGULATORY OBJECTIVES 

Basic Regulatory Objectives 

A utility shall serve all who apply for service. 

A utility shall provide service without 
discrimination. 

A utility shall provide adequate and reliable 
service at just and reasonable prices. 

A utility is allowed to receive reasonable 
rates for its services. 

A utility is subject to being assigned duties 
assisting other public interest objectives. 

Florida Statutes 
~~ 

Chapter 366.03 provides that each public 
utility shall furnish to each person 
reasonably sufficient, adequate, and 
efficient service upon terms as required by 
the commission. 

Chapter 366.03 provides that no public utility 
shall make or give any undue or 
unreasonable preference or advantage to 
any person or locality, or subject the same 
to any undue or unreasonable prejudice or 
disadvantaae in any resDect. 

Chapter 366.041 (2) provides that adequate 
service be rendered by the public utilities in 
the state in consideration for rates, charges, 
tolls, and rentals fixed by said commission 
and observed by said utilities under its 
jurisdiction. 

Chapter 366.041(1) provides that no public 
utility shall be denied a reasonable rate of 
retum upon its base in any order entered 
pursuant to PSC proceedings. 

Chapter 366.04(6) provides that the 
Commission shall ...p rescribe and enforce 
safety standards. 

Chapter 366.04(5) provides that there be an 
adequate and reliable source of energy for 
operational and emergency purposes in 
Florida. 

Chapter 366.81 provides that public utilities 
utilize the most efficient and cost-effective 
energy conservation systems. 
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111. The Contractors' Concerns 

According to a report prepared by Spectrum Electronics of Califomia for the Air 
Conditioning Contractors of America, the U.S. heating, ventilation, air conditioning and 
refrigeration (HVACR) industry has revenues of over $67 billion per year and employs 
over 530,000 people. About 70% of the employees wark for small contractors who employ 
less than 50 people, and almost half work for employers with less than 10 employees. The 
industry pays 'high" wages to its employees, who average about $17 per hour and 
provides independent livelihood to over 53,000 small business owners and their families. 
The report states: 

Increasingly, the future of these independent contractors is threatened by 
anticompetitive practices associated with the entry of large electric and gas 
utiliiies into the HVACR industry through unregulated affiliates. About 42% 
of utilities are now active in the HVACR business, but most of their activity is 
recent. In the early 1990's only two major utilities, Consumer's Power of 
Michigan and Public Service of Colorado, had major HVACR businesses. By 
1997, the number of utilities in the HVACR market had grown to over 50. 

At the heart of the contractors' concems regarding unfair competition is the specter of 
cross-subsidization. Cross-subsidization is an 'intemal subsidy." In the instance of a 
regulated utility, its most direct form would occur if revenues collected by a utility from its 
electric power ratepayers were used to pay some of the costs of developing and 
sustaining a warranty and appliance repair business. More indirect forms of cross- 
subsidization would consist of: logo and name recognition; marketing and promotion; and 
purchasing power and credit lines. 

According to the contractors, this cross-subsidization would allow the utilities to charge 
warranty and repair rates that would undercut the fair market price that businesses without 
such subsidization would need to charge. The result, according to the contractors, would 
be that utilities would be enabled to rapidly acquire market share, and would eventually - 
having eliminated its small business competitors - be in a position to charge consumers 
higher rates than before. 

This is known as "predatory pricing." Predatory pricing occurs when a business entity sets 
its prices for goods or services at a level which actually loses money initially. This is a 
viable strategy when a business has a large revenue base in a separate - though often 
closely related - area. Therefore, such a strategy is available only to very large 
businesses with sufficient revenue to lose money in a small segment of its business, over 
the short term. The purpose of such a strategy is to seize control over (monopolize) a 
market 

Predatory picing is illegal under federal and state antitrust laws. However, in the case of 
electric pows~utilies, there is - in addition to the general laws against predatory pricing - 
the fact that the funds used for any cross-subsidization would be coming from utility rate- 
payers. The contractors contend that the potential of such an intemal subsidy, with some 
of the overall costs of doing business as an appliance warrantyhepair business being paid 
by electric utility rate-payers, would amount to granting the utility an unfair competitive . 
advantage. And, depending on the degree of market share this subGdy allowed the utility 
to gain, could even amount to an antitrust violation. 

This service directly competes with private industry. Even though private contractors are 
invited to participate by supplying the repair service itself, the utility becomes the 'brokef 

~~. 
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or third patty agent. In many instances, the warranty agreement may end up supplanting 
the contractors’ agreements. Initially, contractors are asked to bid for the opportunity to be 
on the utility’s list of ”authorized service providers.” However, contractors wony that 
eventually the utility will set the price they will charge the consumer - and pay to the 
contractors - at a lower level than an open market would produce. The concern, as 
stated above, is that the consumer‘s price will be artificially low because the utility will 
subsidize part of the cost through its rate-payer base. 

In addition to concerns regarding direct cross-subsidization, the contractors maintain that 
a pervasive indirect subsidization exists. In any instance in which the utility has done 
preliminary work to determine whether (and how) to enter a market like appliance repair, 
the contractors contend that such utilities: 

... have invested at least one and perhaps a couple of years in researching 
the ideas behind these programs. They have contributed the time of senior 
management, public relations and marketing staff employed by the utility. 
They have paid untold dollars to outside consultants and to corporate 
attorneys. They have conducted consumer research and focus groups. 
They have developed campaigns to sell the contracting industry on their 
ideas. All of this activity in research and development has surely cost 
significant dollars. Marketing and program implementation as well as 
program administration will cost a lot more. 

The contractors contend that legislation to address their concerns regarding both direct 
and indirect cross-subsidization should consider the following points: 

1. b o  and Name Reco -Any utility wishing to operate a for-profit business 
should not be able to rely on the name, logo or corporate identity that was established 
under a regulated business. 

ratepayers should not allowed to work for the for-profit business. 

3. U t v A s s e h  - Infrastructure, buildings, furnishings. equipment, vehicles and all other 
physical assets were gained through the revenue generated by a 
base. These assets should not be available on the for-profit side. 

2. Resources - Utility employees whose wages and benefits are paid by 

.. 
ratepayer 

4. -andPromo - Everyone who uses electricity or gas is known to the utility 
and is communicated to once a month through the billing process. Already a utility 
includes promotional and marketing materials with their bill. This should not be allowed 
with regard to promoting an appliance repair and warranty business, since the 
ratepayer revenue funds the costs of the mail-out. 

- Some utilities in other parts of the country are 5. - C r e d i t b  
already developing programs that would allow ratepayers to finance new equipment 
(on their utility bill) through ten-year leasing programs. These long-term leasing 
programs are designed to lock-in consumers to that utility for a period of time, 
regardless of rates, and would be unfair. 

. .  

Jd -- 
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IV. The National Experience 

A. Overall 

itionina Inst- A report titled lmpacts of Utilitv Fntry into Air Cond m, prepared for the national association of HVACR contractors states that 
cross-subsidization is one of the key problems created by a mixed market 
environment. It states that concem about the potential for cross-subsidization has 
prompted restrictions on utilities in other states and has "posed a persistent problem 
for regulators." According to the report: 

. .  

Cross-subsidization occurs when an affiliate in an unregulated market is 
able to price its product or services below cost due to its relationship with a 
regulated entity. Whether this cross-subsidy takes the form of covering 
the affiliate's losses with revenues from the regulated utility or arises from 
the use of assets of the regulated entity to reduce the cost of providing 
sewice, the unregulated affiliate enjoys a competitive advantage due to its 
relationship with the regulated monopoly. This intemal subsidy is bome, 
directly or indirectly, by the consumers of the regulated entity. 

According to the report, the result of this cross-subsidy, '...is both inefficiency in the 
regulated market and a skewing of competition in the unregulated market as the 
affiliate is able to drive out othemn'se efficient rivals through below cost pricing." The 
cross-subsidy enjoyed by the affiliate may allow the affiliate to offer prices far enough 
below its cost to allow it not only to drive out competitors, but to prevent new entrants 
into the market. The report further states: 

Once competition is eliminated, prices in the unregubted market will rise 
and the threat of predatoty pricing will be sufficient to dissuade potential 
new entrants. Obviously, cross-subsidies pose adverse consequences for 
consumers and competitors alike. 

Nationally, utility participation in the HVACR market has taken a variety of forms. 
including: 

o contractor certification programs: 

o sales of referrals for customers seeking HVACR service; 

o sales of HVACR maintenance plans (either directly or through an affiliate); and 

o general HVACR maintenance and contracting. 

8. Status In SpecMc States 

In response to the entry of utilities into the fields of appliance r@pair and warranty, 
some state regulatory commissions have begun crafting standards of conduct to 
govem utility affiliate transactions, particularly those states moving towards a 
deregulated market. 

- 
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Among these states, many are moving towards stricter requirements of physical and 
financial separation for electric utilities and their non-regulated affiliates. lmpacts of 

ntrv into Air C p ,  noted that New 
Hampshire and California have required that the utilities and their affiliates be 
separate Corporate entities. Iowa, while not requiring complete separation, has 
prohibited the sharing of vehicles, service tools and other assets between the utility 
and its unregulated affiliates. Minnesota probably enacted the strictest rules. It 
required that unregulated affiliates pay a 1% of revenues franchise fee to the 
regulated utility. (This was later overturned by state courts.) Other states are 
currently considering similar rules including: charges for shared data processing and 
administrative support: permitting sharing of marketing and other data only if it is 
available to all competitors on a nondiscriminatory basis: and other rules to prevent 
abuse of utility market power. 

The report made the following findings: 

Maryland - Baltimore Gas and Electric (BG&E) is moving aggressively into the 
HVACR business. Through their Home Products and Services division , formed in 
1994, BG&E sells HVACR and appliance service contracts. repairs and installs 
HVACR systems, and sells appliances. BG&Es Commercial Building Systems 
division designs, finances and supervises the installation of commercial HVACR 
systems. BG&E cross-subsidizes its affiliates, which pay nothing for such vital 
services as advertising, data or customer referrals from the regulated utility. 

Delmarva Power (recently renamed Connectiv), which supplies electricity to Delaware 
and Eastern Maryland, has been even more aggressive in the HVACR area. 
DelmarvdConnectiv has purchased several electrical contracting businesses and 
now sells, finances and installs residential and commercial central air conditioning 
systems. Connectiv recently announced that its HVACR business tripled to $95 
million in 1997. This amounts to a market share of over 20% in Connectiv's territory. 

The Washington, D.C.. area gas utility, Washington Gas, is also aggressively selling 
HVACR services. I t s  HVACR service programs go back at least to the early 1980's. 
They sell appliance and HVACR service contracts and finance purchases through a 
"Thrift Purchase Plan'. The actual service work is done by a combination of 
Washington Gas staff and 'trade associate" contractors. Washington Gas also 
operates a contractor referral program. 

Several Maryland area utilities are considering entering the HVACR warranty and 
repair business. Maryland regulators and the Maryland Legislature are currently 
debating how to regulate these utility programs. The staff of the Maryland PSC has 
recommended strict separation between BG&E and its affiliates, including 
competllivo bidding for all utility contracts and open purchase of all utility services 
such as customer data. The Legislature passed tight cost allocation rules for utility 
subsidiaries. 

Delaware - In Delaware, the state Legislature passed a Joint Resolution establishing 
Fair Conduct rules for utility subsidiaries. Delmarva Power had bought several 
HVACR contracting businesses and the utility was referring customers to these 
unregulated subsidiaries without informing the customers of the corporate 
relationship. The Delaware Public Service Commission examiner found Delmarva 
Power's actions to be in clear violation of the Code Of Conduct. 

.. . 
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Virginia - Virginia Power (VEPCO) had an aggressive HVACR program but was 
pulling back from this business as of late 1997. VEPCO designs, builds and 
manages commercial HVACR systems. It created a "Comfort Assured^ Preferred 
Dealer Network to install and service residential heat pump systems and provide low 
interest loans through these contractors. VEPCO also bought an appliance and 
HVACR service contract and warranty business. Under significant legal and political 
pressure, VEPCO is now selling the warranty business and is reducing its other 
HVACR service business. VEPCO also signed an agreement with the Virginia 
Coalition for Fair Competition to follow strict standards of conduct. 

Colorado - Public Service of Colorado (PSC) services air conditioning systems and 
appliances and is also constructing a large chilled water plant to provide cooling to 
downtown Denver. The plant will use off-peak power in the evening to chill water for 
day time use. PSC has reduced its once aggressive appliance service business to 
cover the Denver area only. 

The most aggressive utility provider of HVACR services in Colorado and several 
nearby states is KN Energy, once mainly a gas transmission and distribution 
company. KN Energy provides appliance service (including HVACR), and appliance 
warranties along with a wide variety of gas and telecommunications services. 

A nearby utility, NorAmEnergy, now part of Houston Industries, is aggressively 
expanding its appliance and air conditioning service business in Texas, Oklahoma, 
Arkansas, Louisiana and Minnesota and may soon enter the Colorado market. 

Colorado's Public Utilities Commission is finalizing a modestly strict code of conduct 
rules for unregulated affiliates which require full payment to the utility for all data and 
other services. 

New York - New York utilities are discussing providing a variety of HVACR services 
but relatively few programs are being implemented as of late 1997. The most active 
program is that of Brooklyn Union Gas and their merger partner Long Island Lighting 
(LILCO) - now Keyspan Energy. Brooklyn Union sells and installs gas air 
conditioning and sells gas appliance maintenance contracts. Any further Keyspan 
entry into the HVACR business is being held up by negotiations surrounding the 
merger. 

The other major New York utilities, Niagra Mohawk, Consolidated Edison, Rochester 
Gas and Electric and New York State Electric and Gas are not aggressively pursuing 
the HVACR business. 

The New Yo& Public Utilities Commission (PUC) has ordered all state utilities. 
including Brooklyn UniotVKeyspan, out of the HVACR business by 2000. unless the 
utilities can prove they are not cross-subsidizing. The April 4. 1997, PUC order 
requires that all utility HVACR services be provided by separate subsidiaries, that 
past expenditures be refunded to customers, and that HVACR service prices be 
immediately raised to unsubsidized levels. 

Michigan - Consumers Power has been aggressively trying to enter the HVACR 
business for 15 years, but they have been held up by litigation and the Michigan 
Coalition for Fair Competition has continued to fight these utility HVACR programs. 
Consumers Power sells appliance and HVACR service contracts for residences and 
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is discussing broader HVACR services. Consumers Power also has a referral 
program which includes a 10% kickback from the contractor. 

Detroit Edison sells appliance and HVACR service contracts. Detroit Edison is also 
installing its Liquid Pressure Amplification Pump as part of commercial refrigeration 
and air conditioning systems. 

Michigan Consolidated Gas (part of MCN Energy) has expanded from servicing gas 
appliances to selling service contracts for central air conditioning systems in the 
Detroit and Grand Rapids areas. Michigan Consolidated advertises its "100 years of 
gas appliance service experience." 

These utility programs and potential cross-subsidy problems would be severely 
limited, if not killed, by pending Michigan legislation enacting utility standards of 
conduct. The proposed Michigan standards would prohibit unregulated subsidiaries 
from using the utility's name, staff or data bases. The Michigan Alliance for Fair 
Competition has repeatedly sued successfully to limit regulated utility provision of 
HVACR services. 

Ohio - Ohio utilities entered many the HVACR business, in 1997. When Ohio 
Edison (now part of First Energy which includes Toledo Edison and Cleveland Electric 
Illuminating) bought two of the nation's largest mechanical contractors, Roth Brothers 
and RPC Mechanical, with combined revenues of over $90 million. Ohio Edison has 
announced that through these contractors it will supply the full spectrum of HVACR, 
roofing, and building services primarily to commercial and industrial customers. They 
are also starting a "one call" appliance service program. This dramatic move makes 
Ohio EdisordFirst Energy a major HVACR player. 

American Electric Power (AEP) is indirectly entering the HVACR business through its 
proposed 10 year guaranteed savings programs. For large customers willing to 
contract for buying electricity for 10 years, AEP guarantees cost savings and installs 
energy saving equipment, including HVACR equipment, for free. It is unclear how 
extensive these new power contracts will be and what their impacts will be on existing 
HVACR contractors. 

Columbia Gas has an appliance warranty program in Ohio. Consolidated Natural Gas 
is experimenting with an appliance warranty program in nearby Pennsylvania, which 
may be extended to the territory of CNGs East Ohio Gas. 

Neither of Ohio's other major electric utilities, Cincinnati Gas and Electric (now 
Cinergy) and Dayton Power and Light, are actively pushing air conditioning installation 
and maintenance programs. 

The Ohio Legislature is considering utility standards of conduct which would control 
these programs, but passage is uncertain. 

Nevada - Nevada Power proposed a preferred dealer network where it would sell 
referrals to selected contractors, but this program was effectively killed by PSC 
action. They are also planning a central chilled water cooling system for the Las 
Vegas "Strip.' Having lost the dealer referral baffle, Nevada Power is now entering 
the home and appliance warranty business (including HVACR) through an insurance 
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affiliate. First Choice Insurance. This program is running into problems with the 
contractor's licensing board, as is a similar insurance program run by Old Republic. 

V. The Electric Power Industry in Florida 

A. Description of the Electric Power Industry in Florida 

1. Overall 

Staff surveyed the Florida Public Service Commission, as well as each of the 55 
regulated electric utilities in Florida. There are five investor-owned electric utilities, 
33 municipally-operated electric utilities, and 17 electric cooperatives. The electric 
power industry consists of: (1) Generation: (2) Transmission (the "wheeling" of 
large amounts of electricity from one part of the state to another); and (3) 
Distribution (the actual retail sale of electricity to consumers). 

However, not all utilities perform each of the three functions. Each of the five 
investor-owned utilities generates electricity, as do 16 of the 33 municipal systems 
and two of the 17 electric cooperatives. The others buy electricity from those who 
produce it. 

In 1998, investor-owned utilities owned 78% of the generating capacity in the state, 
a reduction from a level of 85.8% in 1984 (with municipals, rural electric 
cooperatives, and federallyowned generation accounting for the remaining portion). 
In 1998, Florida's utilities generated 176,286 gigawatts of electricity, served 
7,435,789 customers, with the investor-owned utilities serving 79% of that customer 
base. 

2. Geographical Scope of Service for the Investorowned Utilities 

Of the five investor-owned utilities: 

Florida Power and Light (FPL) serves an area of approximately 27,650 square miles in 
35 counties located along Florida's east coast from the Keys to Jacksonville and the 
southwestem coast as far north as Bradenton. FPL served an average of 3.6 million 
customers during 1997. 

Florida Power provides electric service to all or part of 32 counties in west central 
and north Florida, serving approximately 1.3 million customers. 

Tampa EIe~trlc Company (TECO) serves over 525,000 residential, commercial and 
induseial retail customers in west central Florida. Its retail regulated service area consists of 
about 2,OOO square miles, including almost al l  of Hillsborough County and parts of Pasco, 
Pinellas and Polk Counties. 

Gulf Power serves approximately 350,000 customers in the 10 most westem 
counties in Florida (sometimes referred to as the 'Panhandle"): 

Florida Public Utilities Company is the smallest of the investorowned utilities. It 
serves basically Marianna and Femidina Beach. Florida. It has approximately 
24,000 retail customers. It did not respond to our request for information. 
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3. Do electric power utilities in Florida currently engage in - or have any plans 
to engage in - the business of home appliance warranty or repair? 

According to the responses received, none of the 33 municipally-operated electric 
utilities or 17 electric cooperatives engage in any appliance warranty or repair 
business. Three of the four responding investor-owned electric utilities (Tampa 
Electric Company, Florida Power, and Florida Power and Light) also do NOT 
engage in any appliance warranty or repair business. Florida Power is. however, 
engaged in an "inside wiring pilot project" to conclude at the end of 1998. This pilot 
project does not include appliance or air-conditioning system repair. It involves 
warranty and repair of inside electrical wiring (i.e., the electrical wiring contractors 
install between the electric meter and the electrical outlets inside the home). This 
pilot project will determine whether Florida Power will engage in electrical wiring 
warranty and repair work on a widespread basis. 

Gulf Power indicated that it has for several years engaged in marketing of extended 
service warranties on appliances and servicing of appliances under warranties (via 
third parties). Gulf Power uses General Electric for the appliance repair service. 
General Electric uses local contractors to do the actual repairs. Their warranty 
program has approximately 5,000 clients. 

6. Power Utilities' Viewpoint on the Contractors' Concems 

The electric power utilities' responses to this committee's questionnaire may be 
summarized as follows: 

1. Manv of the ootendakitivities the contractors obiect to mav leg&mtelv be seen as 
an ' adv -mmnot  be f- to 2" 
-. Advantages utility companies might possess such as name 
recognition, use of logo, or benefits derived from purchasing power and credit lines 
amount to advantages my established business legitimately possesses when 
considering expanding their operations. The utilities point out that such advantages 
are also possessed by businesses such as Sears or K-Mart 

2. Other activities, such as using the employees, infrastructure, buildings, furnishings, 
equipment, vehicles, or any other physical assets of the regulated activity & 
amount to unfair competition (in the form of cross-subsidization), but the ut ilities 

. . .  . .  

tout that the Florida 
er current law - is alreadv charaed \dlith 

As stated by o m  utility company respondent: 

The general thrust [of the contractor assertions is that] utilities have 
unlimited resources, in the form of captive ratepayers, from which to finance 
their diversification into the appliance repairhrranty business. There 
appear to be two derivative concerns resulting from this basic proposition: 
that utilities' activities will be subsidized by regulated operations: and to a 
somewhat lesser degree, independent contractors can't compete against 
large utilitles. We should regard the second concern as a subset of the first, 
since inability to compete against a larger corporate entity that can achieve 
economies of scale and greater operating efficiencies, both of which serve 
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to give lower cost and better service to customers, should be recognized as 
a favorable outcome, not one that should elicit prohibitive legislation. In 
other words, if utilities can produce goods and services at lower cost and 
with greater customer satisfaction than other competitors, without 
"subsidizing" those goods and services from regulated operations, then 
consumers benefit and the market is working appropriately. After all, large 
chain gmcery stores meet the mass market need more efficiently and at 
lower cost than the corner market. and while some may yearn for the more 
nostalgic small store up the street, no one would suggest that legislation 
should be passed prohibiting the larger chain stores from entering the 
market. This would only result in economic damages to consumers by 
restricting competition, quite the opposite effect the contractor associations 
would suggest. The real purpose of this argument is to create a legislative 
shelter by prohibiting or handicapping potential new entrants. 

Another respondent states: 

There is no evidence in Florida to support the claim that electric or gas 
utilities would subsidize all services provided by the utilities. Accounting 
rules and continuing audit oversight by the Florida Public Service 
Commission ensure that no such subsidies are allowed. The Securities and 
Exchange Commission also has rules which each public corporation must 
follow, including rules which prohibit subsidization of one business unit by 
another. The Federal Trade Commission and the United States Department 
of Justice actively enforce national statutes which prohibit unfair competition. 
The document makes broad assertions that cross-subsidy has and 
continues to occur using examples from other utilities in other states as a 
basis for that assertion. In fact, such violations are the exception, not the 
rule, and those few who break the rules are subject to penalties. 

On the issues of logo usage and credit lines, that respondent goes on to assert 

Good names and logos were not bought and paid for by (utility) ratepayers. 
Logos were paid for by shareholders. God names and good reputation 
were earned by good performance, not provided by ratepayers. No utility 
should be forced to neuter its identity (good or bad) because another 
business or group wants to use its own branded name(s) while prohibiting 
the utilities from using their own branded names. Likewise, a utility owned 
by shareholders should not be prohibited from utilizing the &l&hbB' 
purchasing power or credit line to do business in any area which is legal and 
as long as it does not unfairly use its efficient resources. 

Another respondent states: 

The concerns raised by the contractor associations appear to be Oriented 
mom toward establishing artificial protection for themselves from 
canpatilion rather than the preservation of fair competiion ... Cross- 
subridbation of competitive initiatives at the expense of the regulated 
business entetprisa must be avoided, but the contractors' concerns that 
customers of public utilities would CrOSS-SUb$idKe new, competitive business 
ventures by public utilities are without merit. Electric utilities in Florida have 
been in the household appliances business for decades. 

On the issue of the adequacy of existing laws, a respondent states: 

The Florida Public Service Commission and other regulatory bodies have 
generations of experience in ensuring that the costs of appliance business 
enterprises be recorded 'below the line' and therefore excluded from the 
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costs used in establishing electric rates. Rate regulation assures that 
customers are only charged the legitimate cost of electric service and avoids 
any cross-subsidy of non-utility service. In addition, federal regulations 
require a public ut i l i  to make any sales of goods and services to its 
affiliates at cost. and affiliates must sell any goods or services to the public 
utility company or other affiliates at cost (17 CFR 250.90). The regulations 
also control the determination of cost (17 CFR 250.91). Accordingly, there 
is no basis to presume the existence of any cross-subsidy. 

VI. Conclusions 

This report makes the following conclusions: 

0 Currently, the utilities in Florida are 
warranty and repair to any significant extent. Only Gulf Power actually engages in 
this business. 

Utility entry into the fields of appliance service warranty and repair has occurred in 
other states, and several states have set forth (either statutorily or by administrative 
action) "Codes of Conduct" and other cross-subsidization controls on utilities 
entering these fields. 

Contractor arguments that deregulation - should it occur - will provide impetus for 
utility entry into the fields of appliance service warranty and repair appear to make 
sense. Competition (deregulation) can logically be expected to spur a search for 
more ways to setvice and expand a customer base. However, there is actually no 
barto utilities proceeding Q&( to any deregulation (Gulf Power is doing it now). 
Therefore, it would 
deregulation or necessaff/y linked to deregulation. 

The appropriate executive agency to consider Codes of Conduct or other controls 
on utility entry into the fields of appliance service warranty and repair would be the 
Public Service Commission. 

What the contractor representatives appear to be seeking (besides the general goal 
of 'raising the consciousness" of the Legislature on this issue) is to have the 
legislature place in statute auldelines for such controls. Such guidelines would 
clearly designate which activities would be considered to be 'cross-subsidization" or 
some other type of 'unfair" competition. Without such Codes of Conduct, it is left to 
administrative hearings and litigation to determine permissible and impermissible 
activities on a case-by-case basis. 

The ultimate issue is whether the existing laws - as adjudicated through PSC 
hearingaand litigation - are sufficient to fairly and efficiently assure the utilities will 
not unfairly compete, or whether these laws should be supplemented with Codes of 
Conduct (developed either statutorily or through administrative agency action) in 
order to clearly delineate what activities and actions constitute unfair competition. 

entering the fields of appliance service 

0 

0 

be correct to see this issue as either contingent upon 

0 

0 

0 
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VII. Policy Options 

The policy options available to the legislature are: 

1. The legislature could conclude that no action is needed as far as statutory changes 
are concemed, that existing state and federal laws are adequate to address the 
situation. Disputes between contractors and utility companies engaged in appliance 
service and repair would be resolved administratively though hearings before the 
PSC or through litigation. 

Under this option the Legislature could hold hearings to be certain that existing laws 
are indeed adequate. 

2. The Legislature could conclude that no action is needed as far as statutory changes 
are concemed. but could direct the PSC to hold hearings with the goal of determining 
if it needs to adopt a "Code of Conduct" to set forth allowable and prohibited activities 
with regard to electric utilities engaging in appliance warranty and repair work. Such a 
Code of Conduct could, for instance, settle such questions as whether the use of the 
logo by repair affiliates should be prohibited, and under what circumstances and 
controls advertisements urging consumers to use these affiliates for their repair work 
would be allowed to be included in the electric utility's monthly billings. 

3. The legislature could hold hearings and enact the Code of Conduct in the statutes. 
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1210 N. CLEARVIEW AVE. TAMPA, FLORIDA 33607 
(813) 870-2607 FAX: (813) 876-7625 

March 19, 1999 

The Honorable Mark Ogles, Chairman 
Business Regulation and Consumer Affairs Committee 
402 House Office Building 
402 South Monroe Street 
Tallahassee, FI 32399 

Dear Representative Ogles: 

A member of our industry association spoke at the workshophearing conducted by your 
Committee last session. 

That hearing led to a report to the legislature titled, “Electric Utility Entry into the Appliance 
Warranty and Repair Business.” Your staff deserves praise for the report which we believe 
accurately expressed the concerns of the HVACR industry. 

In the report, the electric utility industry was given the opportunity to comment on and respond to 
the concerns raised by our industry. 

It was evident to us that some of the utility industry comments were inaccurate, less than factual 
and designed to divert attention from the issues at hand. The purpose of this correspondence is to 
set the record straight and refocus on the issue of exkling and future cross-subsidization. 

The utility industry feels that the use of their name and logos are appropriate on the competitive, 
unregulated side of their business because they have earned the reputation and goodwill of the 
public over the years. They point to K-Mart and Sears as examples. K-Mart and Sears d 
their reputations competing in the open market place against other retail stores and chains. 
Because they are not regulated monopolies, no one protected them from competition or allowed 
them a guaranteed profit. To a certain degree this same argument pertains to lines of credit or 
purchasing power. 

The utility industry would like the legislature to believe that the HVACR industry is seeking 
protective legislation that would prevent the utilities entry into our market. We have stated from 
the beginning and have written in our positions that we do not object to their competition. We 
only object to an unfair advantage provided to them through cross-subsidization. 



The small businessman does not fear giant competitors as one utility respondent seems to believe. 
They mention Sears which has been a competitor in our industly for years. Generally, the larger 
the competitor - the less efficient the service. A great many consumers prefer smaller shops in 
which they are not a computer number, the service is more personalized and they can even request 
a favored mechanic. The contention that we fear their fair competition is rubbish. We welcome 
their competition as long as they make the same investments and take the same risks. 

It was heartening to read that the utilities dn believe that the use of physical assets and personnel 
from the regulated side would constitute cross-subsidization. But, the utilities go on to say “they 
would never do that.” We contend that they have been doing this very thing for years. We 
provide the attached exhibits as proof that the utility industry is less than forthcoming and that 
adequate safeguards do not presently exist through the Public Service Commission (PSC). 

ExhdxtA ( see attachments) 

Tampa Electric Company (TECO) has stated that they do not engage in a Warranty Service 
Program at present. 

Yet, as early as 1997 they contacted our Association about their strategy to enter that market. As 
of this date, they have not introduced a program. But, because of our objections, they have been 
silent and we suspect that corporate strategy and planning have continued. 

. .  

(see attachments) 

Florida Power Corporation (FPC) has stated that they do not engage in a Warranty Service 
Program. The utility does admit to an “inside wiring” pilot project. The electrical contracting 
industry probably has an issue here. 

What Florida Power does not say is they have been conducting an Air Conditioning Maintenance 
“Pilot” Program that began in the Fall of 1996. 

We have included numerous documents demonstrating the time and FPC involvement in this 
program. 

A b  note the w k u n J l . ~ w  
the heart of our concerns about cross-subsidization. 

ExhkdL (see attachments) 

Florida Power & Light (FPL) had plans to introduce a Warranty Service Program in 1997. Much 
like TECO they decided to postpone and have been quiet since. 

Also included in this exhibit is a flyer proving that FPL was involved in commercial system 
contracting back in 1990. This flyer was a “bill stuffer” in commercial accounts. 

. .  . .  This goes to “ 11  . 



ExhibtR (see attachments) 

Peoples Gas System (now owned by TECO Energy) is no longer selling or servicing gas 
appliances. This exhibit, however, demonstrates the concems that we have regarding unfair 
competition and many municipal-owned gas systems currently engage in this activity. 
Clearwater Gas as an example. 

Please note the Public Service Commission response to our complaint in this correspondence. 
The PSC position is that revenue and expense for unregulated activity is excluded from utility 
rate calculations. This is a non-answer to the question at hand. It says nothing as to whether the 
PSC does anything to determine that these companies are nat simply blending nonregulated costs 
into accounting for regulated activities. It would be interesting to see how the following 
expenses for unregulated activities (excludes demand side management or “DSM’ activities) are 
separated out from regulated costs and expenses: 

Wageslsalaries 
(do employees also work 
the regulated side) 
Benefits, insurance, retirement 
Automobiles & allowances 
Offices (rental) 
Furnishings 
Business machines 
Communications 
Office supplies 

Professional fees 
Promotional material 
Postage and mailing 
Utilities 
Payroll taxes 
Liability insurance 
Workers Comp Insurance 
Bank charges 
Maintenance & repairs 

In summary, our industry believes that the legislature should enact statutory guidelines in the 
form of “standards of conduct”. At the very least, the Public Service Commission should be 
statutorily required to adopt “standards of conduct”. We have provided a model copy for your 
review. 

Thank you for the opportunity to share our views. 

Sincerely, 

ane Bismarck 
E‘xecutive Director 

Enclosures 



EXHIBIT A 

TAMPA ELECTRIC COMPANY 
(TECO) 



TAMPA ELECTRIC 

November 05, 1997 

Mx. Keane Bismarck, Executive Director 
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Contractors Association, Inc 
1210 North Cleaniew 
Tampa, Florida 33607 

Dear bfr Bismarck, 

Thank you for malung time to meet with Tom Campbell and me to discuss the idea of a TECO appliance 
warranty prosram. The discussion we had will prove valuable in our effort to build a prozram that will 
allow our Customers to protect themselves from the unexpected costs of appliance repair and 
replacement, as well as, help us to build and maintain a profitable relationship between ourselves and the 
existing HVAC dealers within our service area. We will certainly give carehl  consideration to your 
comments and the comments ofyour  members as we design a program that will be beneficial to us all. 

Tampa Electric Company sincerely wants to be a partner with R4CCA and the reputable HVAC dealers 
it represents here in the Bay Area. If you wish to express any other ideas on how we can make this work 
to the best advantage of all concerned, please contact me or Tom Campbell here at Tampa Electric 
Company. 

We enjoyed our visit and wish you the very best in your endeavors. Thank you again for your time. 

Randy Stevens, Consulting Engineer 
Phone (813) 218-4514 
Fax (813) 228-4140 

TAMPA ELECTRIC CDWPA.”, 
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1210N. CLEARVIEW TAMPA. FLORIDA 33607 
(813) 870-2607 

NOVEMBER 11, 1997 

MR. RANDY STEVENS 
TAMPA ELECTRIC COMP.WY 
P. 0. BOX 111 
TAMPA, FL 33601-0111 

DEAF MR. STEVENS : 

TEE EOARD O F  DIRECTORS OF iiriCCA FAS ASKED ME TO CONVEY TEEZR 
OPPOSITION TO TAMPA ELECTRIC COMFANY'S RECENT CZCISION TO ENTEZ TEE 
APPLIFiVCE SERVICE WAR.%WTY MARKET. 

YOUR DECISION DID NOT COME AS A MViJOR SURFRISE SINCE UTILITIES DLL 
OVER TFE COUNTY (AND IN FLORIDA) FAVE PNNCLTCED OR ENGAGED IX 
SIMILAR PROGRAVS. UTIiITY COMPANIES CITE DEXEgJLATION AS A MAJGZ 
REASON FOR TEEIR MOVES INTO TEESE MARKETS. BY OFFERING VALILUE-A.DDEE' 
SEXVICES TO TEEIR RATEFAYZZS, TEEY EOPE TO ZSTAIN CUSTOMEZS AS 
COMPETING UTILITIES OFFEX LOWER RATES. 

TEE EOUD O F  DIRECTORS IS NOT COWJINCED TEAT CEREGULATION IS IN TEE 
EEST INTERESTS OF TEE IiA.TEPAYFX, TEE UTILITY OR OUR INDUSTRY. 
DEEEGULATION FJ.S NOT HPE TEE INTENDED EFFECT UFCN OTEE3 INCUSTRIES 
TrST WASHINGTON FROMISED. ONE NEED ONLY LOOK AT T I E  AIRLIXS 
IN3USTRY, TEE TELECOMNL7NiCATION AVD CPELE INDUST.?Y PND ESFECIALSY 
THE EFJIKING INDUSTRY. IN MOST INSTFNCES, TEERE IS L.ES-C 
COMPETITION, EIC-FER COSTS PJJD FCOREF. SEXVICE. 

RACCA' S BOPAD EELIEVES TF3.T TPXPA ELECTRIC COMPPXf SEOULD FOCUS ITS 
EFFORTS TO FIGHT DEREGULATION RATHER TEAN PROMOTING FROGXPAS TFJ-T 
INTRUDE INTO TEE BUSINESS OF AiV ALREADY ESTAELISEED INDUSTRY. IF 
YOU WANT TEIS INDUSTRY AS P.N ALLY, RATEER TVLW AN CPPONENT, START 
EDUCATING CONSUMERS AND LEGISLATORS AEOUT TEE PDVERSZ EFFECT CF 
DEREGULA-TION . 

IT SHOULD COME AS NO SURPRISE TEAT OUR INDUSTRY IS EXTREMELY 
SENSITIVE TO PROGRAMS SUCH AS THE ONE YOU ARE FRGFOSING. ON ITS 
FACE, IT APPEARS ATTRACTIVE. BUT, UNLIKE TEE HEATPUMP REEATE 
PROGRAM, IT IS NOT A DEMLWD SIDE PROGRAM. THE TWITIONAL 
CONTRACTOR-TO-CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP WILL NOW EE EROKERED BY TEZ 
UTILITY. YOUR ASSURANCES TVAT THE CONTRACTOR WILL REMAIN 



AUTONOMOUS AND THAT YOU HAVE NO PLANS TO ENTER THE SERVICE AND 
INSTALLATION MARKET CARRY LITTLE WEIGHT IN LIGHT OF THE ACTIVITIES 
OF OTHER UTILITIES AROUND THE NATION. 

OTHER UTILITIES, AFTER GAINING A SIGNIFICANT MARKET ,HAVE OPTED TO 
EITHER PURCHASE W A C  FIRMS OR DEVELOP THEIR OWN SERVICE DIVISIONS. 
YOUR CORPORATE STRATEGY WILL BE BASED ON BUSINESS DECISIONS - NOT 
ON WORDS OF ASSURANCE. 

WHY ARE WE, AS AN INDUSTRY, SO OPPOSED TO YOUR ENTRY INTO OUR 
MARKET? IN A WORD, THE REASON IS "CROSS-SUBSIDIZATION". IF YOU 
WERE A TRUE COMPETITOR STARTING UP A EUSINESS (IN THE CONVENTIONAL 
WAY) WE WOULD ACCEPT THAT. TAMPA ELECTRIC COMPANY AND RACCA HAVE 
SHARED A GOOD AND COOPERATIVE RELATIONSHIP FOR MANY YEARS. TECO 
AND RACCA'S CONTRACTOR MEMBERS PAVE SHARED THE S.WE CUSTOMER BASE 
BUT FOR ENTIRELY DIFFERENT REASONS. TECO FAS A CAPTIVE MARKET 
WHILE OUR CONTRACTORS HAVE FYD TO EARN AND RETAIN TEE EUSINESS. 

YOUR PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE USE OF RATEPAYEX FLjTDING TO RESEARCH, 
DEVELOP, PROMOTE, IMPLEMENT AND ADMINISTER TEESE TYPES OF PECGFAVS 
IS UNFAIR. 

AS AN EXLYPLE; TEEXE ARE P. NiiMEER OF EOME WL?.XL'VTY INSUIGXCE 
CORPORATIONS OFFE2ING TEE TYPE OF PROGRAM YOU PROPOSE. TEESE P i i F  
FOR-PROFIT, UNREGULATED CGRPOEi4TIONS WE0 ARE RISKING TSE IiWESTOR' S 
CAPITAL, ON TEE CHANCE TO S'JCCEED. THEY ARE NOT DEPEN3ENT ON A 
FRPNCEISED, CAPTIVE R%TE?AYER EASE, AND ALL TEE ATTENDENT 
ACCUMULATED ASSETS, TO START UP A NEW VENTURE . I;.= $>+!E >-QGUMENT 
CAN EE W 3 Z  OF A X  FiTTURE IXTRUSION YOU MAKE IN OU?. INDKTRY. YOUR 
R4TEPAYZRS ARE NOT IWSSTORS. 

,,.I._ 

TEE FACT TF3.T YOU F3VE ALRE>DY DEVOTED TIME AN3 ESSOtiZCES INTO 
EXPLORING TEIS OPTICN MEANS THAT CROSS-SUESIDIZATICN 0-7 RATEPAYER 
REVENUE FJS PLRSADV TAKEN PLACE. IN ESSENCE, YGCZ .KATE?AYERS ARS 
PAYING YOU TO FIND WAYS TO KEEP THEM AS PAYING CUSTCMEXS. OUR 
MEMEERS WCN3ER EGW MUCE OF THE CHECK TEEY W2ITE EACH MONTE, FOR 
THEIR ELECTRIC EILL, IS I-NESTED INTO EFFORTS TO CGM?ETE FOR THEIR 
EUSINESS. CONTRACTCRS LQE NOT SUESIDIZED AVD UTILITIES TFAT P2.Z 
GUARANTEED A FEOFIT SEOULD NOT EE SUESIDIZED. 

THE EOARD OF DIRECTORS WISES YOU TO KNOW TF3T F2.Ct-a. CCNDUCTED A 
SURVEY OF ITS CONTRXTOR MEMZERS EARLIER THIS YEAR. WE ASKED IF 
OUR MEMEERSXIP SUPPOETED T'JE EOAQD'S OFFICIAL POSITION O N  UNFAIR 
UTILITY CCMPETITION (ENCLOSED) PXD IF WE SHOULD FIGKT OR NEGOTIATE. 
NEARLY E O %  OF OUR MENEERS RESPONDED TO TEE SURVEY. OF THOSE 
RESPONDING, 97% SAiD THEY SUPPORT THEIR BOARD EJJD THAT WE SEOULD 
FIGHT. 

THE EOARD ASKS THAT YOU RECONSIDER YOUR DECISION AND FOCUS YOUR 
EFFORTS ON DEFEATIPJG DEREGULATION. WE VALUE TEE MANY YEARS OF 
SUCCESSFUL INDUSTRYjUTILITY "?.%TNERING" ON ENERGY CONSERVATION 
INCENTIVE PP.OGRPMS. WE CPNNOT ACCEPT PROGRAMS TFAT RELEGATE TEE 
INDUSTP.'f CONTRACTOP. TO A SUECONTRACTOR OF LABOR. 



THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO COMMENT. 

ECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

KB/JLC 

ENCLOSURE 



EXHIBIT B 

FLORIDA POWER CORPORATION 
(FPC) 



FPC Pilot Program Proposal 
May 22,1996 

* 

Pmgmm Description: 

Deluxe twice-per-year inspection 
Contractor will perform service points as outlined in the program checklist 
Limited to 600 customers in targeted geographic areas 

Assignment of Work: 

randomly assigned to contractors within target areas 

to conmctor specifically requcstcd by customer 
FPC will generate =mice order for each account 
service will be schdulcd during normal business hours, however, schedules 
should be flexible to accommnjate customer needs 

-0R- 

Quaifiration of Contractors: 

approved via FPC contractor screening proccess 
pass company background check through: 

a) PCCLB 
b) Depc. of Consumer Affiiirs 

technicians should pass: 
a) drug testing - &fur IF A c n ~ l f i y  1- DF~>,.p- 
b) criminal background check 

Qudity Assurance/ Monitoring: 

end of program survey 
post xrvice survey 
50% auditing of services 

establish policing activity 
no second opinion offered throug 

P m g m  Identify: 

under development - no “preventstive” statement or dcscription used 



Spring Preventative Maintenance Checklist 

Air Handler 
1'3 Check thermostat operation (cycle system on/off). 
! 2 Inspect filter (replace if provided by customer, wash if washable type. 
I 1: Inspect electrical connections (tighten if necessary). 
I 3 Inspect coil condition (clean in place if needed and possible). 
: 1 Inspect blower wheel for cleanliness. 

I 1 Clean drain line, apply algee tabs. 
;5 Check and record supply and return air temperatures. 
; Check belt tension and condition (if applicable). 

1 Check'and record blower motor amperage. 

Outdoor Unit 
I 7 Check electrical connections (tighten if necessary). 
'-: Check compressor contactor condition. 
J Check condition and oil fan motor 

I.: Clean coil if needed. 
1: Check for obvious refrigerant leaks. 
'5 Check and record refrigerant pressures (add up to I l b  of refrigerant if needed). 
:.I Check and record compressor amperage 
.? Check and record fan motor amperage 

Document and Discuss Findings 
! Document inspection results 
. -  

Discuss inspection results and any additional service needed with customer 



Fall Preventative Maintenance Checklist 

Heating System 
Blower Section 

1 Check thermostat operation (cycle system on/off). 
I i Inspect filter (replace if provided by customer, wash if washable type). 
I 3 Inspect electrical connections (tighten if necessary). 
~ I Inspect blower wheel for cleanliness. 
I.! Check belt tension and condition (if applicable). 
' : Check and record blower motor amperage. 

Heat Strip Systems 
2 Check and record heat strip amperage 

Heat Pump Systems 

7 Check auxiliary heat strips. 
.: Check electrical connections (tighten if necessary). 

I Check compressor contactor condition. 
Z Check condition and oil fan motor 
:.5 Clean indoor and outdoor coils if needed. 
1 ' :  Check for obvious refrigerant leaks. 

- 

: Check and record refrigerant pressures (add up to 1 Ib of refrigerant if needed). 
. Check and record compressor amperage 
. Check and record fan motor amperage 

Gas and Oil Furnaces 

.3 Check burner condition. 
:'I Check combustion assembly 
C Check heat exchanger. 
1.7 Check flame adjustment on pilot and burners. 

.- 

.- 

Document and Discuss Findings 
1 Document inspection results 
1 Discuss inspection results and any additional service needed with customer. 



~. 
, .  

FPC Logo 

Assigned TO: 

Contractor ABC 

Account: 12345-12345 Site Xame: b i a i d m d ~  

Customcr: Joe Smith 
Addre%: 1243 M i i n  St  St Petzrsburg FL 33777 
Phone: 813 5 5 5  I234 ExQ: 1234 
Alt Phone: 813 111 1233 Extn: 1% 

Ecir Time: hiornings after 3 
Rcqucstcd By: hfrs. Smith 513 555 1234 

P r e r m x  
Dircctiocs: 

L'S 19 N past Park BLvd o~trpass 

Aru: 12. 

ORDER NLrbfBER 123456 

CAI Dates: 1: 2: 3: 1: 

Issue Remark;: R e n x b  recordzd by call center rep at time o i  request from customer. For esampic, t k y  
desire lo user Contractor XYZ insted of ABC. 

_____-___..I_--_----- Existing HVAC Equipment - - @ l c a x  note chanse: &low xs appropriate)- 
+ 

Uwyc: Both Type: H a t p u m p  Fuel SEurcc: E l e c ~ c  A ~ . :  99 ymn SEE? i!.j 

U ~ g e :  Bvth Typ: He3tPump Fuel h ~ r t r :  Electric .Axe: 99 y n r s  SEER: 11.5 

L e p :  Both Type: Heat Pump FucI Source: E!ect~k ~ g c :  99 y u r i  SEER: 11.5 

Xotc: Pre:nisc 5 s  more thvr 3 HVAC G c  on rzcord. 

Completion Information -- __ _.. 



- 
MINIMUM GUIDELINES 

FOR 
DOING BUSINESS 

WITH 
FLORIDA POWER CORPORATION 

&f Be properly licensed, qualified, and capable of providing supplies and periormirlg all 

d Possess a record of performance reflecting all work completed on time for the past two 

d Demons:ra!e a history of fkancial stability equivalent to the term that services are 

d Adequate cash flow to operate si:r!y (60) days of curient activities 

d Company opsrations shall not be impairEd by an unbalanced debt Io equity ra!io. cr 2r.y 
burdensome securi!y agreemects with financial ins:itutiocS. 

d Maintain current insurance limits as follows: 

Commercial General Liability Insurance 

Each Occurance and General Aggregate not less than S300,CGO 
Products Completed Operations Aggregate not less than $300,000 
Contractual Liability Insurance (this is included in the Commercial General Liability policy) 

Automobile Llability 

Combined Single Limit not less than $300,000 
Bodily Injury (per person) not less than $100,000 
Bodily Injury (per accident) not less than $300,000 
Property Damage not less than $100,000 

Workers Compensation 

Statutory 

Employers Liability 

Each accident not less than $100,000 

necessary duties. 

(2) years. 

required. 



Ju ly  2, 1996 

Mr. Glenn Warren 
Tack & Warren Services 
806 Pierce Street  
Clearwater, FL 34616 

Dear  Glenn: 

I a m  writing t o  inform you that  FPC has  canceled the nest scheduled meeting of the 
W A C  Planned Maintenance Pilot Program (“Pilot Program”) Task Force. The  
meeting was t o  have been held on Friday, Ju ly  12th at the  Largo Offce complex. 
We have cancelled the meeting because FPC can successfully finalize i ts  decisions 
for the Pilot Program without additional input from the  Task  Force. Moreover, 
FPC’s going forward alone a t  this juncture will avoid any possible appearance 
(however incorrect and unjustified) tha t  a Task  Force member or, for t h a t  mat te r ,  
any contractor will derive undue preference from the  existence of the Task  Force. 

The Pilot Program will be opened up t o  other firms in Pinellas County to gain a 
better knowledge of pilot operations impacts. You and  they will be receiving, i n  
short order, a n  invitation to participate in the Pilot Program. Accompanying the  
invitation will be a non-disclosure agreement t o  execute and  re turn  t o  FPC as a 
precondition to receiving the complete Pilot Program materials. 

FPC has benefited from your input and consultations as it has gone forward in  
constructing the Pilot Program -- which is important as a preliminary tes t  of the 
long-term viability of the concept FPC had in mind. We very much appreciate your 
help and  want  t o  thank you. Although you may have disagreement with certain 
aspects of the Pilot Program as  designed by FPC, we believe the Pilot Program 
which we will shortly unveil will be workable and  well received by customers. This, 
of course, is the most important element in building a successful program. 
Although, as you appreciate, FPC must  proceed in the manner  i t  believes 
appropriate, and must exercise its own independent judgment  in designing the Pilot 
Program and final programs, FPC would like t o  reserve the option of consulting 
with you further. Of course, if you have any questions o r  wish t o  provide fur ther  
input, please do not hesitate to  call me at (813) 866-5549. Thanks  again for your 
hard work. 

Sincerely, 

COPY 

GENERAL OFFICE 3201 Th$rty.fourth Slreet South P 0 Box 14042 * St. Petersburg Florida 33733. (8 13) 866-5151 
A Fioricia Proges Company 



July 2, 1996 

Mr. Keane Bismarck 
RACCA 
1210 North Clearview 
Tampa, FL 33607 

Dear Keane, 

I am writing to  inform you that FPC has canceled the scheduled July 12th Task 
Force meeting of the W A C  Planned Maintenance Pilot Program of which you are a 
member. As the attached letter more fully explains, the need for such a meeting no 
longer exists. While we certainly appreciate your comments in previous meetings, a 
final decision as t o  the specifics of the program will be made by FPC without any 
present need for further consultation. However, FPC would appreciate the 
opportunity to consult with you further on an  individual basis should the need ever 
arise. 

Again, thank you for your hard work. If you have any questions, please feel free t o  
call me at  (813) 866-5549. 

Project Engineer 

GENERPL OFFICE 3201 Ihlriy-Iwfln Street South - P 0 Box 14042 - St PetersDurg - Florida 33733 (813) 866-51 51 
A Nonda Progress Comcanv 



July31, 1996 

Mr. Keane Bismarck 
Executive Director 
RACCA 
121 0 N. Clearview 
Tampa, FL 33607 

Dear Keane. 

As we discussed, I am outlining the available information on Florida Power 
Corporation's (FPC) Heating and Cooling Check-Up Pilot Program. 

Enclosed is a sampie of the letter which was mailed to the contractors inviting them to 
participate in the pilot program. The letter outlines some FPC and contractor 
responsibilities on the piiot which include: 

Fpc: sell program, screen customers, provide contact information. pay contractors. 
Contractor: provide service as per program standards. provide preferred service 
plan as indicated by customer, invoice FPC. 

Marketing pieces for the program will be  available when mailing commences in late 
September. 

The customers will be given a choice of two plans, annuai or bi-annual, for the 
cleaning. The customer will pay for the service through a monthiy charge on the 
electric bill. The contractor will invoice FPC directly for the service charge. 
The cost of the service will cover only the check up. Any further repairs will be the 
responsibility of the customer for payment. 

The Standards and Procedures will give an overview of the pilot operation procedures. 
The Standards speciw minimum insurance levels, participation eligibility requirements. 
service standards, and customer problem resolution protocol. We will entertain industry 
feedback on these Standards at the conclusion of the pilot. 

I appreciate your continued help, and look forward to working with you in the future. If 
you have any questions, please feel free to call me at (813) 866-5549. 

Sincerely, 

Taze E. Lamb 
Project Engineer 

GENERAL OFFICE. 3201 1hwiy.foUrth Street South * P 0 Box 14042 - St Petersburg - Florida 33733 - (813) 86.54151 
A Florida Progress Company 



July 25, 996 

Mr. 
President 

Heating & Air 

I FL _ _ _ _ _  

Dear Mr. 

Florida Power Corporation (FPC) will be offering a HVAC Planned Maintenance 
Pilot Program (Pilot Program) to our residential customers this fall. The goal will 
be to provide the customer with a premium sewice from qualified, reliable firms. 
The Pilot Program will require that you perform a thorough inspection and 
cleaning of the customer’s HVAC equipment, as per guidelines specified by 
FPC. 

FPC will market the Pilot Program, screen the customers, and then provide you 
with the contact information to schedule and perform the service. Upon 
completion of the service, FPC will then remit payment to your firm. 

The Program will benefit both your firm and FPC‘s customers. Should you be 
interested in participating, please read and execute the attached non- 
disclosure agreement. The completed agreement should be returned to our 
office by 08/05/96. Once received, bid packages with specific Pilot Program 
information will follow. 

I appreciate your attention, and look forward to your reply. If you have any 
questions, please feel free to call me at (81 3) 866-5549. 

Sincerely, 

Taze E. Lamb 
Project Engineer 

GENERAL OFFICE 3201 Ihim/-lourlh Street South P 0 Box 14042 - St Petersburg . Florida 33733. (813) 866-5151 
A Florida Progress Company 



October 24, 1996 

Larry Renda 
400 63rd St. N 
St. Petersburg, FI. 33'7 10 

ACCtt: 43636-44359 

Dear Mr. Renda: 

Thank you for your recent inquiry about the HeatinglCooling CheckUp program. 

The HeatinglCooling Checkup program is an air conditioning mairitcnance pi-ogwn~ 
from Florida Power Covorarion. Lt'ith the HeatingiCooling C'heckllp program, a 
Florida Power approved contractor will thoroughly inspect your system ance or ~wicc. a 
year to ensure i t  is in peak operating condition. l 'he attached lists the yarticipalirlg 
contractors on the program. 

Florida Power's HeatinglCooling Checkup is designed to assuri you of trotiblc-free 
servicz Froin your systexi year-round. Call us at823-0701 and w c  will have one ol'our 
approved contractors inspect your system and give y o u  something refreshing- piiace of 
mind. 

Sinccrcly, 

?'me E. l , a ~ ~ i h  
Program Manager 



1210 N. CLEARVIEW TAMPA, FLORIDA 33607 
(8 13) 870-2607 

OCTOBER 25, 1996 

KATHLEEN O'DOWD, SENIOR ATTORNEY 
DBPR, BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES 

CLEARWATER, FL 34624 

DEAR MS. O'DOWD: 

EARLIER THIS YEAR YOU CONTACTED ME CONCERNING A PROGRAM THAT FLORIDA POWER 
CORPORATION WAS CONSIDERING. 

THE PROGRAM, IF YOU RECALL, INVOLVED THE UTILITY OFFERING PLANNED MAINTENANCE 
CONTRACTS TO ITS RATEPAYER BASE AND THEN SUB CONTRACTING THE INSPECTIONAL 
SERVICES TO CONTRACTORS. AT THAT TIME YOU ASKED THAT I PROVIDE FOLLOW-UP 
INFORMATION SINCE THERE WAS A CONCERN BY DBPR THAT THE UTILITY WOULD ENGAGE IN 
UNLICENSED ACTIVITY. 

WE (RACCA) SAT IN ON SEVERAL MEETINGS BETWEEN CONTRACTORS AND THE UTILITY. 
NATURALLY, THE INDUSTRY HAD SOME GRAVE CONCERNS REGARDING THIS PROPOSED 
PROGRAM. I ADDRESSED THE LICENSIXG ISSUE EARLY ON WITH FPC OFFICIALS. I WAS TOLD 
THAT ALL REQUIREMENTS WITH THE LAW WOULD BE MET. 

EVENTUALLY FLORIDA POWER DECIDED TO MOVE FORWARD WITH A PILOT PROGRAM IN SPITE 
OF ANY INDUSTRY CONCERXS. I. ONCE AGAIN. REMINDED FPC OFFICIALS REGARDING CHAPTER 
489. I WAS TOLD, AGAIN, THAT THEY WERE COMPLYING. 

ON OR ABOUT OCTOBER IST THE EXCLOSED FLYER WAS MAILED TO A PILOT BASE OF 
RATEPAYERS. I DO NOT SEE A QUALIFIER'S NUMBER ANYWHERE AND HAVE SERIOUS DOUBTS 
THAT THEY HAVE COMPLIED WITH THE LAW. 

CAN YOU ADVISE US AS TO THElR COMPLIANCE? IF THEY ARE NOT IN COMPLIANCE. PLE.4SE 
ACCEPT THIS LETTER AS AN OFFICIAL COMPLAINT. 

WE ALSO UNDERSTAND. FROM AN ASSOCIATION LOCATED IN MANATEWSARASOTA COUNTY, 
THAT ANOTHER UTILITY, FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT (F P & L) OFFERED A CONTRACT T O  
REPLACE A 50 TON CHILLER. YOU MAY WISH TO INVESTIGATE F P & L'S QUALIFICATIONS AS 
WELL. MORE INFORMATION CAN BE OBTAINED FROM MACCA PRESIDENT, PAUL STEHLE 
(CLIMATIC CONDITIONING CO.) AT (941)758-3080, 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE AND INTEREST IN THESE MATTERS 

19321 US. HWY 19 N. SUITE 602 

XECUTIVE DIRECTOR 



........................ P 
@he Annual Air Conditioning 
Maintenance Service From 
Florida Power. 
Air conditiontng and heating systems always seem to 
breakdown at the wont times - when the weather is at its 
hottest or coldest. Now, with the Hm!eating/Cmling ChedtUp, 
Ronda Power will help see to it that your system is in peak 
operating condition. 
Dependmg on the plan you choose, a Ronda Power-approved 
contractor will thoroughly inspect your system once or twice 
a year. And give you something very refreshing - peace of 
mind. 

The Heatin /Cmlin ChcckUp. 
A cmpretensive &mice. 
Our maintenance senice keeps your air conditioning system 
N""lng at Its full potential. And the more efficiently your sys- 

' tem works, the more you get hom your heating and cooling 
energy d o l h .  Just a few of the items on our checklist ixlude: 

Inspect Air Filters 
Check Thermostat Operation 
Inspect Electrical Connections 

Check I<efrigerant I'ressures 

Clean Drain Line Rr Apply Algae Tabs 
Inspect Evaporator & Condenser Coil 
Inspect Blower Wheel 

Lubricate All Motc~rs 

(Add u p  tu I Ib. of rcfripmrit  i/ trccdt'd) 

set up an appoinhnent ai your convenience duringnonnal busi- 
ness hours. You'll also receive a friendly reminder when it's 
time to sdiedule your next sewin- call. 
We've even made it easy to join. If you're a homeowner with 
central heat and air, just fill in and mail back the attached 
postage-paid card, or give us a call at  823-0101. 
Take care of your air conditioning system the right way. 
With Florida Power's 
Huring/Cw/irrg ChcrkUp. ........................ ........... 

ENERC 

* MdlHanal charge for multlple units. 
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TEL NO: nsm P i t w i a  UST-OZ-'P& THU 10:2 I t ' :  

.you'reahomeoxzler 
Tell me more about the CkckUy. 

with a mkd heat and air 
C ' J d t i O h B  EySkIll, p h ~  
FU out the a- 

Please have a Florida Power Corporation representative contact me. I want 
Hmfing/Cmling CkckUp service performed: O l x 0 2 x  

O t ' U  yurly twirrylnrly 

. . .  

Name ........................................................................... P % ~ W  

Zip City ....................................... .State ............. .............. 
Address ......................................................................... A Florida POW= v t a -  

tive will cau you with more 
jllfO~tion.RXWeVenfasta 

service, call: 
Florida Power Acmunt Number ................................................... 

&st T i e  To Call ...................... 

O ~ ~ ~ ~ n 6 9 6  CUI701 



/ in the home, charging a flat month- almost like a tdnlllifiutpatty for mission to build two power plants based in Cincinnati. and Den, Progress,. ~ 

ly fee of $10.95. For an additional Uie 55year-old. who has worked 'in Central Florida. based New Century Energies I ,  
$17.95 a month, a customer can get out of the spotlight for much of his One of tliose p l a ~ t s  will supply Vle two companies bring a b  

. . .  ..;.=. ~. . . unlimited Intemet access. : tenure at Florida hogress.' . .. power to IMC-Agrico Co.. the giant 4 . 4 "  customers to the tab 
Analysts~are'skepth about - H EnefgyOne, a comp .r,Korpq formally -handed f ehhe r  ColilpaJly Mulberry, u n e  he formed Cadencf 

the short-term-&tential in energy founded& June%4ansas Ci the, reins to*;.Hoiida? Progress iii ;j Ule plant is approved, Florida pow. markehg alliance that .seek 
services because states are slow to . Mo.-b%ed UtiliCorp United' I June; Critchfield jehains' chair- could lo& up to $2@mi]lion in. provide energy managelllent I 

vices to companies like WaChl -embrace competition. . . . . and PECO Energy Co. of Philadel- man .but plans .to retire near Ule' llual =Ies. ' .!,: 
Come January, only four shies .phias offers utilities a package of . time of his 65th bdidayin'May. + Custolller grbkt]l will offset ald h.lcl)onalds, new large cC. 

-California, Massachusetts, New services that they can offer their . Korpan. grew up playing liigii some of that loss. But Korpan niercial accounts represent ab, 
Hampshire..,Gd mode Island -. own customers. The package .it]- school football i q  rural ~Illinois. , knows.n~ore utilitiescould come in SUlbilliin ofthe energy inarkcl 
will have 'opened their markets. dudes electricity and natural gas. where his parents worked at an Air and clleny pick large customers. ?lie deal gives Florida p, 
There is little movement to open long-distance. telephone service Force base. ?e younger Korpan ' mtat's why lie is quicWy nlov- ress some needed national ex, 
the Florida market -because elec- ' and . .  home security. .$ ::.became a lawyer and worked at ' -  mg to reshape hi<Company into a sure. .%at we're findingnda 
tric rates hover ne& the national 

. 
Florida Power is testing some . San Diego Gas & Electric Co. be- more enbepreneurial concern. Al- that other utilities are starting 

average. The state also has few of these same services in parts of fore joining Florida Progress in thougl~ Florida Power has shed dl us," tiarpan said. 
large industries. which in other . its 32counly service area. For in- 1989 as executive vice president some 1.200 jobs over the last five . Some of those leads Hill  t,, 
states have been the most aggres stance, the company offered a and chief financial officer. In 1991. years-cuts Korpan orchestrated into alliances. Korpan prefers ju! 
sive in shopping for bargain-base- . surge protection device for $5.95 a he was named president and chief - the rompai~y' recently adver- ventures over mergers. "A nierF 
men! power. month to households in Orlando operating officer: .: . ;- ." tised in Uie.IVuN.Slrtef/ounrol for is a marriage; a joint venture 

Some Florida.utilities also are ;~~ss~er. l talsOplaos.~testan'; .  -' Florida.Power expects to add ,market rewa&;prifing and plan- more like an engagement." KOV, 
fighting rapid change. State law- (tappliaag maintenance program in . 22.000 residential customers this ning analysts +,all,allpew positions. said. 'If it doesn't work out. )I  

makers are responding to the pres ?%sellas CWII~~:!..~. . . ,' year, making it one of the fastest- , But he; biggest-obstacle for can give the rings back and go 01 

sure: Last year, they killed &I at- '-. Eventually, one of Uicse' ai 
tempt to get the state Public Ser- tweway communication device1 in local strength and Uie slow pace of al retail identity is size. "We need ances will lead to a merger. a' 

competition. near Kissimniee. n i e  techn010i~ company distinct advantages. nor-, b(orpao:+idq.q.need: 10 to ZO-; : 'Tlere will be colnpanies in\$ 
with competition coming in fits, ,allows Florida Power to a u h a  ida Progress also has an additional million nislomers." :.- .. . . ested in Florida Progress. artd 11 

and starts,.utilities irelooking for., , C$Y radme@ and measure e security blanket: The state's penin:': .A :Q&&d6f &e is necessary company WiU also be looking f t  

ways to keep the customers they ergy use-Eventually, homeowned sular shape hlits the importing of to spread th.$&sk'of product de-. buying opportunities," said Ron2 
have taken for granted until now. ., will be able to save money by\ power front neighboring utilities. velopment. hwlr&g and upgrad- S.  Tanner. an analyst with L ~ F  

Mason Wood Walker Inc. in Bai They are coming'.up -with  some programing the device to run appli- ' 
novel products and services to a c e s  at hours when the'cost of to dent that armor. Duke Energy The quickest and cheapest way more. 'Either way, Florida Ro 
build that customer loyalty: - electricity is lower. predicts here will not be enough to expand is to iorniaUiances. nor- ' ress is going to be a part of a mu( 

W Edison International in Cali- Korpan is not afraid to criticize electricity to meet tlie demand in ida Progress recently announced a~ bigger company. You have to g 
fornia repairs person4 computers his company and the industry. It's five years. It is seeking skate per- partnership with Cinergy Corp.. bigger in order tu compete." 

. .  

. ._.i . 

' 

The utility i s  also instal/'ng growingutilities in Uie nation.Tiiat any utilitytrying to create a nation- .. 

vice Commission to look at retail . 500 honies.in a,.new.subdjvision deregulation in the state give the . niorc.than'l.kdiion customers,":. lysts predict ;1 3sJ 

But some companies are trying ing computer:systems: . . 



STATE OF FLORID4 

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS A N D  PROFESSIONAL REGULATION 
La\\ron Cliller kcha rd  T Filrrell 

Coremor Sccrernr) 

January 16, 1997 

Xeane Bismarck 
Executive Director 
RACCA 
1210 N. clearview 
Tampa, FL 33607 

RE: Florida Power Corporation 

Dear Mr. Bismarck: 

I hereby acknowledge receipt of your correspondence dated October 
25, 1996, with regard to the referenced matter. Please accept my 
apologies in responding in such an untimely manner. Between Board 
meetings, a change in office location and the holidays, I have been 
delayed in handling some matters. 

In response to your inquiry regarding licensure status for Florida 
Power Corporation, our records disclose that the company is 
qualified by the following individualsflicense numbers: 

Robert Whetstine PE 0045120 Professional Engineer 
Eric G. Major CG C058825 General Contractor 
M. Carroll Buchanan CM CA43830 Mechanical Contractor 
Lawrence Schweitzer EC 0001657 Electrical Contractor 
Danny Tucker EC 0001658 Electrical Contractor 
Eric G. Major EC 0001656 Electrical Contractor 

All of the above licensees have active licenses and qualify Florida 
power Corporation. 

With regard to possible contracting activities by Florida Tswsr & 
Light, I am not able to determine its licensure status without 
knowing the full corporate name. Our records show licensure status 
for Florida Power & Light, Florida Power & Light Co., and Florida 
Power & Light Corporation. I would ask that Paul Stehle, MACCA 
President, contact my office directly if he feels an investigation 
is warranted. 

I hope I have addressed your concerns. 
contact me if I can be of additional assistance. 

Please do not hesitate to 

Sincerely, 
I 

(-a I- t. L / L)'':cc;d 
Cathleen E. O'Dowd 
Senior Construction Attorney 



1210 N. CLEARVIEW TAMPA, FLORIDA 33607 
(813) 870-2607 

JANUARY 2 7 ,  1 9 9 7  

MS. CATHLEEN O'DOWD, SENIOR ATTORNEY 
DEPT. OF BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL REGULATION 
9 3 2 5  BAY PLAZA BLVD., STE 210 
TAMPA, FL 33619 

DEAR MS. O'DOWD: 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR LETTER (OF 1 / 1 6 / 9 7 )  ACKNOWLEDGING OUR INQUIRY IN 
THE MATTER OF A QUALIFIER FOR FLORIDA POWER CORPORATION. 

WE APPRECIATE YOUR TAKING THE TIME TO INVESTIGATE AND PROVIDE THE 
INFORMATION ON VARIOUS INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE QUALIFIED THAT 
CORPORATION. 

ANOTHER CONCERN, IN OUR ORIGINAL CORRESPONDENCE, WAS THE LACK OF 
QUALIFIER COMPETENCY NUMBERS ON THE PROMOTIONAL/ADVERTISING 
MATERIAL MAILED OUT BY THE CORPORATION. 

SINCE IT IS CLEAR TO ME THAT FLORIDA POWER IS ADVERTISING, 
CONTRACTING WITH CONSUMERS AND ACCEPTING PAYMENTS VIA ELECTRIC 
BILLS - THEY ARE VIOLATING CHAPTER 4 8 9 ,  ADVERTISING REQUIREMENTS. 

I HAVE TAKEN THE LIBERTY OF ENCLOSING MATERIAL SENT DIRECTLY TO MY 
HOME. 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONTINUED INTEREST IN THIS MATTER. 

KB/ JLC 

ENCLOSURE 



EXHIBIT C 

FLORIDA POWER6 LIGHT 
(FPL) 



Ah Cond\tlon\ng Contractors Assoclatlon 
Trsasurer Prddent.EIecf Vlsa Presldenf Socnrary 

ElllolSohobs Rudy VIvOm  any bnnison  Joe MwWm 
M q a l a  FI WmlorPicN FL Melbovrna FL JaC*aonvde FL 

Pre6idsnf 
IomMcGuirs. JI 
porlorong. FL 
(9W) T67.39W (3051973-0900 (4071678 5410 I1107i259 0100 l9Ml781 BOBO 

Florida 
PbBl Pmaldenf 
RayTaylor 
Lsnlmns FL 
(4071 585-0342 

March 1 3 ,  1997 

The Honorable Lisa Carlton 
202 House Office Building 
Tallahassee, FL 32399 

Dear Representative Carlton, 

.. i-au may have received correspondence from small business service 
contractors who are concerned about utilities venturing into 
appliarlce warranty progra lns .  T h i s  1ett.er is intended t o  bring yvri 
up to date concerning this issue. 

The Florida A i r  Conditioning Contractors Association (FACCA) 
Utility intrusion Committee, FACCA's Executive Director and 
several of FACCA's Executive Officers met with a representative 
from E F 6 L  to discuss their proposed "Applianceguard Program". 
Many issues Here discussed at this meeting including the major 
co[Icern our inembership has regarding utility companies entering 
into our industry's service warranty business. Alternative 
prrrgrams were also presented at this meeting . 
F P b L  has decided to temporarily postpone their initial pilot 
program of the Applianceguard Program. A follow up meeting has 
been planned for the first week in April. 

FACCA still maintains a concern regarding u t i l i t y  deregulation, 
i n  general, and the effects on small business and tile free 
enterprise system a s  regulated utilities venture into non-utility 
businesses. 

Will the use of utiliLy assets create an unfair advantage in the 
market place? 

We will keep you informed as to dcvelopnieIlts regarcling this 
issue. 

sincerely, 

Pres i den t 

"Serving The Air Conditioning Industry Slnce 1967" - 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR Jmlce Flcarrono - PO Box 180458 Caorelbeny. FL 32718.0458 

(407) 260 2212 (BOO) 226-0600 * Fax (407) 260-5732 



@ 
FPL 

F!crcrhla Power8 Lqnl Co.. P.O. Box @29100, mi, FL33102.9100 3C55S.2779 Fax 3C5-552-2L87 

owr E. G.as 
Senior Producl Mansper 
Produel Drr.lopmc"r 

August 1, 1997 

VIA FAX 
Ms. Janica Ficarrotc ~ Executive Director 
FACCA 
P.O. 9ox 180458 
Casselbeny. FL 3271 8.0458 

fie: Status Uodate on Awliance Warrantv Conceal 

Dear Janice. 

In response to y w r  request fcr information !or the F X C A  board c f  cireclors. I have ?repaEd the following synoosis of 
where the appliance warranty contecr has been and the current Status. 

Backmau& 

Appliance warranty is one of many concepts kerng eva,mted by FPL. This concept involves c k i r . g  consumers an 
opponunity io plan for appliance repair and replacement 9y panictpatifig in a structured program ard making montnly 
payments. 
Fall and lS96 discussions are held with a steerifig comminei of several ccntractors to conduct a limite9 market fast of 
the concept In southern Broward munty. 
Presentations are r6ce by Ms. H. Duquene during danuary and Febrday IC explalr. Drogram concept and c!ear up ;ke 
misintormation regarding "program soecifics' and @[her rumors spreads 1hrcu:ghout the c3nlrac:cr community. 
1st meeting with FACCA ulllit:es intrusion board he!d on February 27. 1997. Issties wlh the program concepr were 
discussed in detail to gain full understanding. Possible solutions fcr issues were preser,ted. 
FACCA proposed solutions were discussed internally within FPL and original program administrator. 
Discussion with additional potential program administrators have been initiated and are ongoing. 
2nd meeting with FACCA utilities intrusion board held on Aprll 2. 1997. The rsviseo pmntial process was discussed 
w~th regard to how FACCA concerns were addressed. The fcllowing are some key parameren. 

Contractors will be able !c retain their exisling customers by referring them 15 the program and being listed as 
the customers telanonship contractor. 
C;sromr: mus: 3e &le tc m~nix: i%:i tz;atkz~h;p coz;iac:x CiieiiPf. 1; :he cisi i:iar ihe cusiomer dozs 
not have a relaticnship contractor they can call an aOO$ customer service number and :e given the names of 
3 to 5 panicipaling contractors in ?heir area. 
Maintenance will be incllrded with all HVAC unit service ccntrans. In Crder 10 avoid unnecessav approvals. 
all common procedures will be included in a prs-set price schedule which will be regionalized. 
Speed of oayment to mntractors atrer the service call is of prime importance. Work wi l l  be done IC optimize 
the payment processing sys:em lo offer the fastest possible payment. 

Further concept development is pn hold untll different program Concepts and desicns presented by potential 
administrators are lully investigated. Ail program designs and concepts currently under svaluation integra!e the 
agreed upon paramelen. 
Once concepts are fully understood, meetings 'will be held 'with FACCAs utility intrusion board. 

- 
9 

; 

.> 

9 

Copy To: C. Oeavw 



FEDERAL WARRANTY SERVICE CORPORATION 

Appliance Gard 

7000 Village Drive, Suite 200 Buena Park, California 90621 
(714) 736-3636 FAX (714) 736-3700 



March 15,1990 

M E M O R A N D U M  

TO ALL EACCA MEMBERS 

FROM JANICE FXCARROTTO, EXECUTNE DIRECTOR 

RE: ATTACHED FLYER ON SERVICES PROVIDED VIA UTILITY 
COMPANIES 

Dear Member: 

Attached is a copy of a flyer used as an insert with billing information and mailed to 
consumers around the State. 

Please wntact the EACCA offifice with any like praaices you may h d  in your area. 
This information would be very helpful to some of our committees! 

Thank You, 



~ *- Call t he  
FPL ENERSYS 

SERVICES 
Office Nearest  You 

@ KkRSyS 
Services, Inc. 



Start Today with the No-Risk Enersys Services Plan 
Let FPL Enersys Services get you 

started today on reducing operating ex- 
penses with no-risk. 

Enersys Services has the knowledge to 
address the technical challenges of energy 
management projects. We also have the ex- 
perience to address the financial and opera- 
tional issues of maintaining these projects. 

As you may guess, electricity is the pri- 
mary source of fuel in Florida. In fact, it 
accounts for nearly 89% of all fuel used in 
educational, health care, residential and 
building sectors in the Sunshine State. The 
biggest single consumer of electricity is your 
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning 
(HVAC) system. You are wasting energy and 
money if your HVAC system is not running at 
peak efficiency. 

Our goal at Energy Services is to im- 
plement quality systems suited for your 
individual long-term needs. Depending on 
those needs, Enersys Services will evaluate 
a variety of energy management strategies 
including:. 

Replace and/or modify existing chiller(s) 
Replace andlor modify existing boiler 
Install energy efficient pumps and motors - Rebuild or replace air handling units 
Handle cooling tower replacements 
Install waste heat recovery units - Design piping modifications for plant opti- 
mization 
Implement and/or enhance an energy 
management control system (EMCS) 

DON'T HESITATE. . .CONTACT USTODAY. 



EXHIBIT D 

PEOPLES GAS SYSTEM 
(PSG) 



- 
Commissioners: 
KATIE NICHOLS. CHAIRMAN .. ~ 

THOMAS M. BEARD 
GERALD L. fJERRYl GUNTER .~ 
JOHN T. HERNOON 
MICHAEL McK. WILSON 

State of Florida 

JOSEPH 0 .  JENKINS 
Director 
Division of Electric and Gas 
(904) 488-8501 

May 15, 1988 

Mr. Keane Bismarck, Executive Lirector 
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Contractors Association 
1210 N. Clearview 
Taropa, Florida 33bC7 

Re: 

Dear Mr. Bismarck: 

Peoples Gas System appliance sa les  a n d  i n s t a l l a t ion  

This i s  i n  response t o  your May 1 C  l e t t e r  i n  which you asked u s  t o  
invest igate  the  appliance sa l e s  practices of Peoples Gas System. 

We a re  precluded from ju r i sd i c t ion  over a c t i v i t i e s  re la ted  t o  sa les  o f  
appliances by a regulated u t i l i t y  (see Subchapter 366.05 (21, Florida S ta tu t e s  
- copy attached).  In u t i l i t y  rate cases,  we separate o u t  a l l  revenues a n d  
expenses from appliance-related a c t i v i t i e s  so they have no e f f e c t  on u t i l i t y  
r a t e s ,  e i t he r  u p  or  down. 

However, a u t i l i t y  may lega l ly  s e l l ,  i n s t a l l  and service appliances as  
an  unregulated business a c t i v i t y .  If they choose t o  do so,  they are subject  
t o  t he  same requirements as  anyone e l se  i n  your industry. 

Sincerely,  

yJos/eph M. McCornick 
Chief, Bureau of Gas Regulation 

Attachment: Subchapter 3 6 6 . G 5 ( 2 ) ,  F.S. 

cc:  Charles Dubs, Professional Heating ana Air C o n d i t i o n i n g  
Joe Jenkins, Director, L'ivision o f  Elec t r ic  and Gas 
Bob Trapp, Assistant Director, Division of Electr ic  and Gas 
George Hanna, Lirector, Division of Consunier Affairs 

FLEFCHER BUILDING * 101 EAST GAINES STREET * TALLAHASSEE. FL 323996868 

An Afl~rmal!ve Action/Equal Owrtunlfy Emprcyer 



Ch. 366 PUBLIC UTILITIES F.S. 1933 

I 

i 

able rates and charges. classifications. standards of 
quality and measurements. and service rules and reg- 
ulations to be observed by each pyblic utility; to re- 
quire repairs. improvements. addltlons, and exten- 
sions to rhe plant and equipment of any public utility 
when reasonably necessary to promote the conve- 
nience and welfare of' the public and secure adequare 
service or facilities for those reasonably entitled 
therero: to employ and fix the compensation for such 
examiners and technical. leqal. ana clerical employ- 
e- = it deems necesary to c a r r j  out the provisions 
of this chapter: and to prescribe all rules and regula- 
tions reasonably necessary and appropriate for the 
administration and enforTement of this chapter. 

(2) 'Every public utility, as  decned in s. 366.02. 
which in addirion to the production. transmission. 
delivery or furnishing of hear. light. or power also 
sells appliances or other Eerchandise shal! kee:, sep- 
arate and individual accounts for rhe sale and profit 
deriving from such sales. No profit or loss shall be . 
taken into consideration by the commission from the 
tale of such  i tems in arriving a t  any race to  be 
charged for service by any public utility. 

The  commission shall provide for the exuni- 
nation and testing oi all meters used for measuring 
any product or  sarrice o i  a public utiii?]. 
(4) Any consuze: or user may have any such rne- 

ter tested upon payment o l  the fee$ fixed by the com- 
mission. 

( 5 )  T h e  comnission shall estabiish reisonable 
fee3 to be paid for trst inq such meters on the :?quesi 
of the consumers o r  users. the fee to  be paid by the 
consume: or user a t  the t i ne  oi his request, but  to be 
paid by the public u::iiv! ana resaid to the consume: 
or user if che meter is ioucd defec:ive or incorrec: to  
the disadvantage o i  the consumer or  user. in excess of 
the degree or amount ai toierance customarily 31. 
lowed for such meters. or as may be provided for in 
d e s  and regAatiocs o i  the corrr-,' . ..ission. 

The  commission may purcaase mate6als. ac- 
paratus. and s tandard  messuring in s txmen t s  for 
such examination and tesu. 

The  commission shall have tke power to re- 
quire reporu from ail e!ectric utilit!es to assure the 
deveiopmenr of adequare and reliable e n e r g  grids. 

I f  the c3mzission ceter?ines that :here is 
orocable cause to believe that maceauacies exist 

( 3 )  

(6) 

(T) 

( 8 )  

(9) The commission may establish q,idelines re- 
latinq to the purchase of power or e n e r z  by public 
utilities irom cogeneraton or small power producers 
and may set the rates ar which a public utility s ia i l  
purchase power or enersy from a cogenerator or sna i l  
power producer. 

Hi.cov.--r i. r h  'S5U. l?dC L L ch. 74-196: L 1. rh. Tb.lhB: I. I. c i ~  

y h ~ . . - i i , ~ d d  ntmir. Unwhr I. IYas. br L 2 ca. 51.2111. and mc.mid 
747: % iT. m. 3.95: >.. 3. 16. ch. -+.I%: * I. r.Z 01-1:11. i 2. d. si.  118. 

la, ,-,.- p m u n s  ta L I 1.61 on aetranr. "I 0 1 1 1  daw. 

'366.055 Avai l ab i l i t y  of, a n d  p a y m e n t  for. 
ene rgy  reserves.- 

(1) Energy reserves of all utilities in che Florida 
e n e r g  grid shall he available a t  all times LO ensure 
that grid reliability and  integrity a re  mainrained. 
The  commission is aurhurized to take such ac:ion as 
is necssary to assure compliance. However. prior 
cammitnents as to e n e r g  uie: 

In intersrate commerce. as approved by t5.e 
Federal Enerpp Reeulatory Commission: 

Beween  one electric c t i l i tv  and  acot+.er. 
which have been approved by the Federal Ezer:y 
Regulatoy Commis-' =iun: or 

Between an electric utiiiry whic? is a par: o i  
the e n e . 9  grid created her?in and anorher enerzf 
$rid 

shsil not be abricqpi ur altered exce?r du.;.., -.-- 3.7 e'. 
er:y emera?ncy as aeciared by the  G o v e x o r  and 
Cabinet. 

(?)(a) \Vhen the mer?  7roduc.d by o r e  elec:i:  
utility is t:ansfer:ei :o anorhe: or others rk:ouzk :?e 
enerqy g::a and uncer the powers g r 3 n t e i  by  :his s c .  
tion. the commission shall cirec: r t e  a;?rop::atr e- 
cipienr utility or utilities to reinbcrse the p r u c * x : z ~  
utility in accordance with the lacest wholesaie e!ec:.-:c 
rates approved for the prccuci.7; ut:Iit:: by :>.e F.6. 
era1 Ener:y Re:ulatory Commission Cor such 7~: .  
poses. 

( b )  Any utiiity which provides 3 7ar::on oi :kc5z 
transmission faciiities invoived in the transfer u i  cn- 
em from a proaucin? utiiity t a  a rek?ient uti!i::: or 
utiiitiea shall be enritled :o receive an a~c:o=ria:e 15- 

imbursement commensurate with che t r3~sm:ssion 
facilities and s e n i c 5  7rovided. However. no utili:? 
shail he required to sell purchssed F O W ~ ?  '0 3 :ecizi- 
ant utility or urilities a t  a n t e  lower th3n :ne ri:? 2 :  

(a )  

( b )  

IC) 

. .  

. .  

.. 
k i th  respect to  the e n e F j  grids dewibped by the 
e:rc:ric urility industr/, it shall have the power. ahe r  
croceedines as provided bv law. and aiter a tindin4 

which the puwe: is purciased from a proccci.?g :ti::- 
?]. 

To assure e i k i e n t  and ::tiable ucerstion si d (3) 
&at mutual beneiirs will a c c x e  to the public utllitie; 
invoived. to require insuilat,ion or  repair a i  aecessarj 
faciiitix. incjudinq :?nerit:n: planti and trmsmis- 
aion (ac:lities, with the C ~ S L S  to be iistribured in pro- 
portion to the benefirs recrivea. and :o rake ail neczs- 

involved in any x t i o n  taken or orders issued pursu- I~ol..-.x.,,..id.,~m ,.., o ~ ~ , , ~ ,  ,. 1~~~.b,.r~:n.,~-.~~6..sn -.nmUIU 

ant  to this subsection 3hdl have full power and JU- 
thority, novuithstandinc any g?nerd or specid law3 
to the contrar.. to joint!y plan. finmce. build, oper- '366.06 Rates: p r o c e d u r e  for f i x i n g  a n d  
ate. or lease gener3t:nq and :ransmission facilities changing.- 
and shall De further 3uthorized to esercise the powers (I1 A public utiiitv shail nut. c!irec:!y or  indirec:. 
grimed to corsorations in chapter 361. Tinis subsec- ly. charge or receive m y  rate nor on  tile with the c o n -  
t ion shali not sucerrede or control any provisiun of mission for che pnr:icular c!ass of scrvic? involved. 
t h e  E l e c t r i c  Power  P l a n t  S i t i n g  Act. 5s. and nuchanee shall be made in any sc.ied,ule. .Ail PO- 
403.501 -403.5 15. plicxions for chances in rate5 shall be made C O  the  

3.56 

s a t e  enerr/ grid. the cummission shaii have . .  the ?otc. 
er to require any e1ec:ric urilic:: to trzcsmlt r : e ~ : : c l i  
enerxy over its transmission lines from one u t ~ l i t v  : s i  

anurher or as a part oi t h e  total mer?  jupFl?. oi :::e 
entirc grid. subject to the  provisions herml. 

steps to insure compliance. electric uti]iriez ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ L . ~ ~ ~ . i ~ ; ~ L ~ ~  :&<od:L I.iL ?.d7.~,3. 1 6 . . k : " - ~ ~ .  

f-r-m- ~ - w n %  C Y  L II.BI ~n ~ ~ r a n r r ~ i ~ h ~  da**. 



TACK e WAR NC. 

806 PIERCE STREET. CLEARWATER. FLORIDA 33616 - PHONE 461-5013 

F e b r u a r y  1 4 ,  1990 

RACCA 
1210 North Clearview 
Tampa, F l o r i d a  33607 

Mr. Keane Bismarck:  

T h i s  l e t t e r  n e e d s  t o  go on  f i l e  i n  r e f e r e n c e  t o  U t i l i t y  
Companies sa les  p r a c t i c e s  i n  t h e  HVAC i n d u s t r y .  

On F e b r u a r y  06 ,  1990 Tack  and  War ren ,  I n c .  q u o t e d  a j o b  
a t  275 R a f a e l  Blvd.  N . E .  S t .  P e t e r s b u r g .  Upon equ ipmen t  
d e t e r m i n a t i o n ,  I c a l l e d  P e o p l e ’ s  Gas t o  d e t e r m i n e  i f  n a t u r a l  
g a s  was a v a i l a b l e  a t  t h e  a b o v e  a d d r e s s .  N a t u r a l  g a s  was 
a v a i l a b l e ,  s o  I q u o t e d  a Lennox upf loki  f u r n a c e ,  a Ruud Gas 
h o t  water h e a t e r  and a new “A“ C o i l .  

On F e b r u a r y  1 4 ,  1 9 9 0 ,  t h e  c u s t o m e r  c a l l e d  t o  l e t  m e  know 
t h a t  he  had awarded t h e  c o n t r a c t  t o  P e o p l e ’ s  Gas. 

The p r i c e  d i f f e r e n c e  w a s  a s t a g g e r i n g  $ 7 9 8 . 0 0 .  

How c a n  a U t i l i t y  Company c u t  t h e  p r i c e  so  d r a s t i c a l l y ?  
W i l l  t h e  u t i l i t y  company p u l l  a p e r m i t  f o r  t h i s  j o b ?  The 
l a s t  and f i n a l  q u e s t i o n ,  i s  t h e  u t i l i t y  company l i c e n s e d  t o  
do  a HVAC j o b ?  

B c l o s s r  l ook  a t  the ~ t l l i ’ i y  cu.it>ariirs p r a c ~ i c e s  s h o u i a  
be  i n v e s t i g a t e d  by FFFUP. 

S i n c e r e l y  y o u r s ,  

David R i e d i n g e r  
Off  i c e  Manager 



. 



%ne -Up Includes aPeoples Peoples Choice Gas Save 4 Ways 
the following system (813) 895-3621 with Tune-Up Special checks: 
d Compressor pressure 
/ Proper refrigerant 

Motors & lubricate 
d Proper voltage d Thermostat 
/ Electrical connections 
/ Safety of system 
/ Clean filters 
d Pullev & belts 

d Clean condenser coil 
/ Condensate drains 
/ Vibration noise 

d Electrical strip heaters 

/ Check air flow across coil 
Blower assembly 

i §aveonyour i I 
I I IOYo OFF I I 
I energybi//! I I YOURNEXT I , 

PROGRAMMABLE I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I REGULAR $49.95 

includes installation 
_---I___----- 

I 
I 
I 
I DUST FREE OFF BARBEQUEGRILL 1 I ! ELECTROSTATIC I WITH THE PURCHASEOF t 

I RHEEM I 
! FILTER I 

I HIGHEFFICIENCY i I 

CENTRAL SYSTEM I 1 REPLACES YOUR OLD FILTER I 
I REMOVESPOLLEN. FUNGWMILDEW. OUST I 

Act now and SAVE $5.00 on the Tune-up. 
Reduce repair cost by preventing unexpected and 

expensive breakdowns. 
Periodic tune-ups extend the life of your A/C equipment. 
Preventive inaintenance improves equipment efficiency 

and reduces elecricity costs. 
.. ::. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,.it. .... 1. s,?.\..: .......... 

, .  
. 

. . . . . . . . . .  ............ 4 :::" \.+:.;.:ti'. . -  . . .  

1 30 GALLON NATURAL i 
I GAS WATER HEATER, I 

I INSTALLED 
I IF I 

I I you will change out 
l your electric water heater 
I on Pgs natural gas tines 1 
I 

PROFESSIONAL 
REPAIR SERVICE 

Our professionals are spe- 
cialists in all phases of air 
conditioning and heating. 

We are able to gain volume 
purchase pricing and sav- 
ings are passed on to YOU. 

High efficiency I 
central system I 

I 
I '$1 I 0.00 OFF I cuts operating costs. 
I I YEARLY SCHEDULED I I 

1 I I MAINTENANCE 

I 
I I AVCO FINANCE 

I IWe tune-up your system 

I 
I I 100% FINANCING 

I and give you 

I ' 1  5% off any repair labor. I 
L-________1___-___------- 

....................... 
I I AGREEMENT i VISA and MASTERCARD I 

AVAILABLE J ,  
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Save Energy 
and Money Two Ways 
The Tram XE 70 Gas Furnace has an 
electric spark ignition. It lights the pilot 
electrically - so the pilot burns only when 
the furnace is running. A wasteful cons- 
tantly burning pilot is eliminated forever, 
saving you money on your energy bills. 
Combine the XE 70 with a XE 900 high 
efficiency air conditioner to rescue you 
fmm heat, humidity and high cooling bills. 
The XE 900 air conditioner brings you long 
life reliability, efficient use of your energy 
dollars and comfort for your home. 

1800 9th Avenue North. St. Petersburg. FL 337 13 

Natural Gas Heat Costs 
Almost % Less t o  Operate 

Than Electric 

FREE ESTIMATES 
COMPLETE INSTALLATION 

CIlLL TODAY! 

ART MARTIN 

and Heating Specialist!! 
Central Air Conditioning 

I ENERGY CONVERSION ALLOWANCES.. . I 
1 OlLTO NATURAL GAS . . . . . . . . . . %xKPo I 
1 ELECTRIC TO NATURAL GAS . . . . "40°" I 
I CALL FOR DETAILS I 

If you have an electric water heater, call us. We'll replace it with a 
brand-new 30-gallon energy-efficient natural gas water heater. Best of all. 
it's free.. .as long as the total cost of the appliance and its installation is 
$400 or less. 
More than 14,200 Peoples Gas customers in Florida have taken 
advantage of our free water heater program in the past year, and now 
enjoy water heating bills that are as much as 50 percent less than they 
had with their electric water heaters. 
You can too. CALLTODAY!! 
-k 5-Year Limited Warranty on Tank k 2-Year Limited Warranty on Parts 

eoples R? GALS 6bYBTEM.In- 



2)  I'roliibitiori (111 S e l f - D e d i ~ ~ g  & I)iscriniiwitiun 

A) If a utility makes iiiiy goods or services avuilable to its arliliate, then the utility iiiust o I E r  
the saiiie goods or serviccs at the sanie price to non-arfiliared conipaiiies under llie same terms 
a id  coriditiuiis. 

U) Tlie utility may not disclose to its alliliate any information obtained i n  connection with 
providing regulated utility services to a custoiiicr or a putciitial custo~iier (i.e. usage information. 
special circurnsrances) without disclosing infonnntiot~ to a11 non-affiliated conipanies under [lie 
sanie t e r m  and conditions as the affiliate. 

C) l - l i K  utility sliail process a11 requests for rcguiated utility services in the same iiiaiiiier and 
witliiii  [lie same period of time. wliether requested uii behalf of non-al'filiated compaiiies or by a 
tliird party: provided tliat tllis provision sliall tiot in any manner be construed to limit the utiliCy's 
ability to carry out its public service obligation as it deems necessary. 



. 
11) Juiiit iii:irketiiis and atlvcrtisilis uI':iiiy surt is li~rl~irldcti t u  avoid tlie appearance of favoritism 
between the afliliatc ;riid tlic utility. Spccilically: 

a )  utility and its afiiliatcd conipaiiies can iiot participate i n  joint sales calls or jointly 
advertise. market. coiiiiiiuiiicate. ur  correspond \\ i th  any esisting or potential custoiiier. 
Cftilities and their alliliates call nut appcar iii trailc sliows. confereiices. to other marketing 
events. 
b) A custoiiier niay arrange to have a utility rcprcsenvative call separately to advise 011 

tectiiiical matters unrelated to sales. but such representatives may nut make joint sales calls 
with afliliate representatives. 
e )  A util i ty can iiot condition providing aiiy regulated utility services to a custoiiier with the 
requireiiient that the custonier also purcliase any good or service froin the utility's cifliliate. 
Neither tlic utility nor the ;illiliate niuy represent that aiiy advantaie accrues to custuiners or 
otliers ii i  the use of utility services as ii result oftliat custoiiier or other dealing with tlic 
afliliate. 'Ihe utility niust rel'raiii ii.oin giviiig any appearance that the utility speaks 011 behalf 
of its afliliate. 
d) I f  a custoiiier requests infurniatioii about cquipinenl suppliers or providers of  
conservation or otlicr services sold by nlliliates. to tlic extent the utility responds to the 
request. (lie utility sliuiild provide ii list of a11 suppliers providing siniilar goods and services 
in the area iind sliould not solely pruiiiote the alliliate. 

E) All affiliates and afliliate personnel iiiust coinply with all local, state, and lederal 
occupational and busiiiess licensing requircnienk 

3) Regulatory Oversight 

A) The cuminission has jurisdictioii over all competitive services uflered by a utility or its 
affiliate in [lie state. t\iiy utility or affilialc ull'eriiig cuiiipeiitive services i n  the state must niake 
any and all accouiiLiiig infurniatioll available to the coinmission regardless of its physical 
location. 

U) Each utility offering conIpctitive senices in the statc shall f i l e  a compliance pla11 n i t : ,  the 
coiiiiiiission. TIle p h i  will denionstrate to (tie coriiiiiission that there are adequate procedures in  
place that will preclude the improper sliaring of iriforniation and assets with the utility's affiliates 
as prohibited by these standards. llic plan must be approved by the cutniiiission. 

C) The utility and its affiliates will undergo an audit to detemiine if  the utility and its afliliates 
have complied with the plan and :ire operationally separate. 7'11~ commission will then certify 
that the utility and its affiliates are operationally separate. This certification n u s t  be made before 
the coinmission allows the utility and its afliiiatcs to participate in a competitive market. 

-I) Olieii Access 

Both utility affiliated conipaiiies ond non-affiliated companies will have access to incumbet~t 
arcliitecturc, hcilitics. arid systeins on ail cqual aiiri non-discriiiiinatory basis. 



5 )  Deliiiitioiis 

A) “Afli1i:ite” iiicatis any person. corporation. utility. partiiersliip. o r  other entity 5 per cciit or 
more of\vliose outstanditig securities are u\\iied. cuntrolled. or held with power to vote. directly 
or indirectly citlier by a utility or a n y  of its subsidiaries. or by that utility’s controlling 
curporatiuri aiid/or aiiy of its subsidiarics as \vel1 as any conipaiiy in  which tlie utility. its 
coiitrulliiiy corporation. or aiiy of tlie utility’s alliliatcs exei-t substantial control over the 
operation of tlic conilxiiiy aiid/or imlircctly hare substantial liiiaricial interests in tlie compnny 
exercised through nieans utlier tlim owiersliip. For purposes of these I<ules. ”substantial 
coiitrol“ includes. but is i iot limited tu. tile possession. directly or indirectly aiid wlietlier acting 
aloiie ur iii coiijunctioii ivitli otliers. oftlie authority to direct or cause the direction of tlie 
iiiaiiagciiient or policies o r a  cuinpany. 
utility i n  ilii entity‘s coliipany creales a rebuttable prcsutiiption of control. 

U) “Coiiiriiission” meatis tlie I’ublic Utilities Cummission or its succeeding state regulatory 
body. 

C) “Custoiiier” iiieans any IXXSUII or  curporatiuri. that is tlie ultimate cuiisuiiier of goods and 
services. 

1)) “Cuslorner Iriforliiatioii” iiic:iiis ~~ori-public iiilunliatiun a id  data specilic to a utility 
custuiiier tliat the utility acquircd or developed i i i  the course of iLs provision of regulated utility 
sei-vices. 

E) “Noli-Affiliated Coriipany” means any busiiiess entity that is not a utility affiliate. as defined 
above. 

direct or indirect voting interest of 5% or niure by t i le 

I;) “Utility” means any utility subject to the jurisdiction o f  tlie Comniission. 

G )  “llegulitcd Utility S e n  ices” meum thc trlinsiiiissioii and distribution ofelectricity, water. 
propane. oil or iiatural gas. 

11) “Coiiipetitive Services” iiicaiis any product or scrvice that is not electricity, water. propane. 
oil. or natural gas. 
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July 23, 1999 

Keane Bismarck 
1261 Stoneybrook Lane 

Dunedin, FI 34698 

Mr. Jack Shreve, Public Counsel 
8 12 Pepper Building 
11 1 West Madison Street 
Tallahassee. FI 32399-1400 

Dear Mr. Shreve: 

I am writing this letter of complaint concerning Florida Power Corporation and the programs that 
they are developing as a regulated utility. 

I am a Florida Power customer and 1 can’t help but wonder, each month when I write my check, 
just how much of my electric utility costs are attributed to programs that have nothing to do with 
generation and distribution of electricity. 

Please find enclosed, a recent bill stuffer for a warranty insurance program on home wiring. 
Florida Power also introduced a planned-maintenance program for air conditioning equipment a 
couple of years ago. At a recent meeting of the Pinellas County Cooperative Extension Agency a 
utility representative spoke of a future program to test the refrigerant charge on air conditioning 
equipment. There have been rumors, for some time, that the utility is considering a full-scale 
appliance warranty program. 

I would like to know where the money comes from to research, develop, administer and promote 
these programs which have nothing to do with demand side management. The utility apparently 
has a significant number of people and resources devoted to these efforts. 1 seriously doubt that 
the stockholders have “bellied-up” to the bar with donations or have accepted reduced dividends 
in order to  finance these ventures. 

I realize that I don’t have to purchase these services and I won’t. However, I still think an in-depth 
investigation should be done on how these ventures are paid for in advance of any customers 
signing up. 

I am sure that private contractors have access to similar insurance programs. Has anyone checked 
to see if the offer by the utilities amounts to predatory pricing? If it is below market value . . are 
we ratepayers helping to subsidize the program on a continuing basis? 
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The Public Service Commission requires utilities to separate ventures such as this from the utilities 
regulated operations so that the ratepayer is not impacted. We have all seen glaring examples of “creative 
accounting” by utilities, over the years, on other issues. I see utilrty employees, housed in utility-owned 
buildings, using utility-owned equipment, mailing promotional material in utility paid for mailings. 

It seems to me that if all this activity were to stop, many of these resources, includmg utility employees and 
outside agencies would no longer be required. Would this not reduce the cost to deliver electricity to my 
home? 

I think it is time that the Public Service Commission consider these programs. A serious mvestigation of 
the costs to develop, start-up and administer these programs should begin. We should h o w  the Eue impact 
on the ratepayer. 

At the very least, I would like to h o w  that when 1 sign my check to Florida Power I have not m some way 
paid for the electrical or air conditioning repair of a neighbor. 

‘Enclosure 
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